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109 1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

This ain't rocket science.  Vaccines are only given protected status as emergency treatment
if there is no effective other treatment.  

I wasn't alive when they killed Kennedy.  Once I was old enough to understand it, I thought
that was bad enough.  Then, I didn't think I'd live to see a greater crime than 9/11.  But it
took only a decade for the next big one.  On a log scale, we're in for another in about a year.

From the FDA:  "An Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) is a mechanism to facilitate the
availability and use of medical countermeasures, including vaccines, during public health
emergencies, such as the current COVID-19 pandemic. Under an EUA, FDA may allow the
use of unapproved medical products, or unapproved uses of approved medical products in
an emergency to diagnose, treat, or prevent serious or life-threatening diseases or
conditions when certain statutory criteria have been met, including that there are no

adequate, approved, and available alternatives.

 

LetThemEatRand
#

#

25 Reply"

6 days ago

So whats the goal here, money from the vaccine racket, or death..? (with some
extra money from the vaccine racket..)

Doofeydorf

#

#

30 Reply"

6 days ago

Trust the political science!
Not Your Father's ZH

#

#
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5 14 Reply"

6 days ago

LetThemEatRand --- You finally figure things out a year and some months
too late.

But I remember how you were shrieking about how this was aerosol AIDS etc.  

Please make a note of how much quicker many of us were here on the Zh
comment boards than you so next time when said event occurs you won't be
cheer leading the communist banking cartel's plans exactly as they designed you
should.

Drowsapp123

#

#

21 Reply"

6 days ago

People can be wrong.  We all make mistakes.  The mark of an intelligent
person is that they admit it, learn from their mistakes, and make changes.  It
appears Rand did that.  So why bust his balls so hard?  You've never been
wrong?

 

Misesmissesme

#

#

12 Reply"

6 days ago

The binding agent in the covid virus has HIV vectors... Do some research
before making a fool of yourself... 

Keyser

#

#

5 days ago

ya,, that spiked protein is from HIV; thank you [posthumously, Kenya Jan.,
2020] Dr. Plumber from the University of Manatoba

Hope Copy

#

#
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4 Reply"

6 days ago

Lets see

Crack smokers are mostly black people, except their leader Hunter Biden.

Crack is a Left wing libtard drug.

 

WhiteCulture

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

LOL. Good one.
TRM

#

#

48 1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

If you think the medical community is about preventing death or even treating
patients, you are clearly wrong.  It is about feeling good about themselves while
making money.  

They cannot make money on the vaccines if Ivermectin cures the disease.  They also
would not have any patients if Ivermectin cures the disease.  Therefore they do not
want it.  Simple as that.  

The propagandists know this - that's why they concocted this ridiculous "heroes
work here" campaign - while the hospitals were literally killing patients with
ventilators rather than saving them with Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectine or just
plain old Vitamin C.  

truth or go home

#

#

29 8 Reply"

6 days ago

There is no disease
nailgunner44

#

#

15 3 Reply"

6 days ago

Bingo!
ENKI0777

#

#
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20 1 Reply"

6 days ago

Certainly possible - I don't have enough evidence to prove that or the
opposite.  I think most of the medical community does not share the belief that
there is no disease however.

I haven't seen it firsthand, but I do know many people who swear they had
something, and since it is so close to a cold or flu, even if that's what it is,
people were still sick.   

Regardless of whether there is a disease or not - the fear of it is certainly 100%
real, The propaganda has been real and the actions due to the fear of it are
real.  And of course the ridiculous "vaccines" are real too. 

 

truth or go home

#

#

20 2

6 days ago

I've had it, it's real, it's a bit like a bad flu but - unlike every other flu and
cold I've had - was very dry. And almost put me in hospital.

The NHS helpline refused to let me get HCQ or IVM, and for three days &
nights I struggled for breath and my SpO2 was hovering around 92. Just as I
thought I couldn't handle it any more - my ribcage and diaphragm were
getting exhausted - my immune system FINALLY did its job and symptoms
started easing.

So, yes, it's real. It's just not The Black Death, and doesn't justify
lockdowns, mask mandates, experimental "vaccines", passports, or any of
the other Great Reset bvllsh!t our betters are using it as a pretext for.

bigjim

#

#

9

6 days ago (Edited)

I'm happy to hear that you pulled through!  But you could've gotten
Ivermectin at Tractor Supply or your local farm store, human dosages
available online.  Exact same thing.

Stinkbug 1

#

#
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8

6 days ago

@Stinkbug

Thanks. Problem is, when you're that ill, you're in no condition to go out to
the nearest Agricultural supply store (I live in the suburbs) and then sit down
and do the calculations necessary to work out how much you should be
taking (and back then I'd only just heard of IVM and was mainly focused on
HCQ).

I've got hold of some pharmaceutical grade IVM now (go to FLCCC's
website for a list of physicians who will dispense it). It's extremely unlikely I'll
get Covid again, but I may try it with other colds/flus to see if it has any
effect. And if any friends fall ill with COVID I can give it to them.

I strongly urge people: get hold of some now and work out dosages
BEFORE you fall ill. And before governments clamp down on it, for "our own
safety".

Mind you... I'll bet Fauci, Daszac, Batwoman & Co are even now feverishly
splicing together an IVM-resistant "mutation".

bigjim

#

#

13 1 Reply"

6 days ago

They had to get rid of Kary Mullis.

No way he was going to be around during all of this non-sense.

Decatur Guy

#

#

3

6 days ago

but they couldn't kill his videos

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLU4Udx5XYM

realitybiter

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLU4Udx5XYM
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2

6 days ago

Yet from beyond the grave he reaches back to slap them back into place.
Several of his video interviews have been accepted as evidence in various
courts.

TRM

#

#

17 Reply"

6 days ago

I had it, strangest flu I ever had, it had an evil about it that is hard to explain.
My doctor put me on HCQ and z pack and I was 100% the next day.

ZiggyStarDust

#

#

6

6 days ago

The evil within was willfully engineered, not your ordinary virus.
Stinkbug 1

#

#

4

6 days ago

Ziggy,

For what it's worth, if you were able to dispense this flu in 24 hours, the evil
you sensed was definitely in your head. 

What is The Hedge

#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago

Of course the disease exists.  I've had it, and my experience was similar to
bigjim's account.

Stop being a disinformation shill.

Hiros Edge

#

#
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1 Reply"

6 days ago

"They cannot make money on anything if the disease is cured." Fixed it for ya

Give them $30k and theyll put you on a ventilator whether or not you're ill,
remember doctors bury their mistakes

 

tonyw

#

#

5 2 Reply"

6 days ago

This^^^^

 

NewNormal2021

#

#
13 Reply"

6 days ago

You are correct.  As a cancer patient, I have determined they are not looking for
cure.  They are just interested in more drugs to offer making even more money.  If
a cancer drug reduces tumor for 30 days it is approved.  The threshold is very
low.  

2Blondboys

#

#

7 Reply"

6 days ago

Until covid vaccines were wrongly approved for emergency use, cancer was
the biggest money spinner in the medical world. You are correct, an actual
cure is the last thing they want, chemotherapy already makes billions. Then
there is the cancer donation industry, another BS revenue giant.

Like probably many others I watched a parent suffer a hideous death with
cancer, thing is though it was the treatments that made it much worse.

Cancer mostly is a lifestyle issue, there are numerous effective ways to resolve
it, just requires some study online and avoiding the hustlers.

Gravel Rash

#

#
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4

6 days ago (Edited)

Pandemic: follow the real money, the unthinkable amount of money

COVID: Three men who own corporate America - each connected to big
pharma[geddon]

Dispatches from the War: the pharmaceutical/medical troops occupy planet
Earth

Dr. Lee Merritt warns: forced vaccines are a holocaust-level crime against
humanity

Dr. Lee Merritt: In Animal Studies, After Being Injected With MRNA
Technology, All Animals Died Upon Reinfection - the vax IS acquired
immune deficiency. And probably has an actual corona in it. And links to
5G. 

Media won’t investigate medically caused death numbers - From THE stone
tablets, to the Georgia Guidestones.

Shocker: Why is this substance in the Moderna COVID vaccine?  

The Spike Protein Is the Killer – Beware of mRNA ‘Vaccines’ - Attorney
Reiner Fullmich's class action

W.H.O. and C.D.C. – The New Nuremberg Trials 2021 [Crimes Against
Humanity]

Gigade@th mass mvrder is their plan - really. The greatest crime conceived
and executed in history.

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/05/12/pandemic-follow-the-real-money-the-unthinkable-amount-of-money/
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/06/21/covid-three-men-who-own-corporate-america/
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/06/23/the-pharmaceutical-medical-troops-occupy-planet-earth/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/dr-lee-merritt-warns-forced-vaccines-are-a-holocaust-level-crime-against-humanity/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/04/no_author/dr-lee-merritt-in-animal-studies-after-being-injected-with-mrna-technology-all-animals-died-upon-reinfection/
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2018/05/16/media-wont-investigate-medically-caused-death-numbers/
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/05/19/shocker-why-is-this-substance-in-the-moderna-covid-vaccine/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/06/no_author/the-spike-protein-is-the-killer-beware-of-mrna-vaccines/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/05/no_author/w-h-o-and-c-d-c-the-new-nuremberg-trials-2021-crimes-against-humanity/
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1 Reply"

6 days ago

Read about the Oklahoma City man sent home to die from his cancer, until his
vet told him a deworming med fought cancer. He’s alive and cancer free.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-6965325/Oklahoma-grandfather-
claims-drug-DOGS-cured-cancer-tumor-free.html

 

Bird251

#

#
2 Reply"

6 days ago

The "medical/healthcare community" has been captured by the
political/administrative state--their livelihood is determined by reimbursement
funding from the federal govt. "Follow the money" is always operative when
seeking to understand motivation and self-interest.

Stay home until you're so sick you need to go to the hospital, to be put out of
your misery and die, so hospitals receive their $15/20,000 WuFlu bonus payment,
is a corrupt system producing the outcome that's visible to all.

Forbes

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

@truth or go home: I was going to write a comment in this section similar to
yours, but you just got every point I was going to make, spot on and with much
fewer words! !  Saved me a lot of typing. Thanks. 

rigormortis

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

F#@k!ng well PUT!!
Hope Copy

#

#

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-6965325/Oklahoma-grandfather-claims-drug-DOGS-cured-cancer-tumor-free.html
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12 1 Reply"

6 days ago

Money, control, power
sun tzu

#

#

12 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Worse still, ego and influence.

There are some doctors who aren't emotionally involved with their patient's
condition.  It's a job collecting a paycheck and their professional arrogance is
infuriating.  We had an instance of a doctor in whom we had little faith and we
arranged for a change of venue from one hospital to another.  I believe this
attributed to saving a life and reducing treatment costs.

Who gives a damn about the doctor's ego and rep if it saves a family member's
life?

 

Man on the Silver Mountain
#

#
17 Reply"

6 days ago

Total oligarch control.  New world order.  
LetThemEatRand

#

#
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6 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

@Doofrydorf  "So whats the goal here?"

It's a social experiment to see how far they can control people. How many will
believe just because they were told to. Then how many will believe because they
have to (to keep their jobs, travel, etc.) and then in the end, how many will never
believe the gov. no matter what.

With that information they can deduce the level of opposition to their conquest of
the world.

It's also not about them Making money (they control the presses), it's about
bankrupting the country in the process.

platitudipus

#

#

6 17 Reply"

6 days ago

Most conspiracy theorists think of these things as intentional, coordinated plans by
the powers that be.  

It's almost never that.  This particular case is about the "experts" and media
desperately trying to save face.  They've been wrong from the get go.  And now, as
LetThemEatRand accurately points out, the emergency vaccine authorization
depends on there being no alternative treatment.  An alternative simply can't be
allowed or all the experts and lefty media shills are exposed.  It's not a conspiracy,
just ruling class acting in their best interests to preserve their status.       

 

Fangdango

#

#

17 Reply"

6 days ago

I see where you are coming from, but there seems to be an incredible consistency
in their screw ups way above and beyond what could be explained by a monkey
flipping a coin and deciding accordingly.

This at least indicates an elevated likelihood of bad intent, or an intent to chose
the worse option.

Quadriad

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

6 days ago

As the old saying goes, the road to hell is paved with good intentions.  It's not
about "intent." It's about the human desire for acceptance and control over
truth and liberty.  This is the natural state of mankind, not a conspiracy, and
why it requires constant vigilance to tamp down.  Vigilance that no longer
exists in the public mindset.

Fangdango

#

#

7

6 days ago

Erm what? Influential people like Gates & Schwab have explicitly stated their
goals.

You're right it's not a conspiracy - conspiracies are hidden. These guys are
out in the open.

bigjim

#

#

9 Reply"

6 days ago

This is what I say to people who won't believe that there's a conspiracy going
on. There's so much consistency in the narrative across different sectors -
politicians, the media, academics and even celebrities - that it can't possibly
be anything other than a conspiracy.

Even the apparent deviations from the message just seem to be designed to
give the appearance of dissent, while the underlying narrative carries on as
before. For example: "That Astra Zeneca jab has nasty side effects and has
killed a few people," followed by, "Grab a jab at your local vaccination centre!"
(the implication being that AZ might have caused problems, but all the other
jabs are safe).

Janet_the_Gannet

#

#
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13 Reply"

6 days ago

The minister of Health in France (one of the 2 countries having build the Wuhan
Lab) has prohibited Hydroxychloroquine without notice in JANUARY 2020, 2
month before Macron officially admitted COVID is a major concern. She then
resigned and went forward in the media saying they knew all back in december
2019.

Of course it is intentional from the beginning ! It's the conspiracy of the century !

TalkingMind

#

#

1 7 Reply"

6 days ago

The topic here is "Ivermectin: Can a Drug Be "Right-Wing"?"  You've veered off
topic.  Are you then a "they" that constitutes a conspiracy to avoid the actual
argument?

Fangdango

#

#

6

6 days ago

No, there's a couple of topics here; whether there's a conspiracy to hide the
fact that there is an effective treatment for the disease (IVM specifically, but
by extension, HCQ too), and whether it's a conspiracy at all.

You've outed yourself: either you're stupid or a shill.

bigjim

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Fauci sending an email to a colleague saying masks don't work and then going
on tv saying wear a mask is NOT a face saving act. Don't try to minimize pure
evil. Maybe he is not a knowing part of a grand conspiracy but he is a part
nonetheless

Iconoclast422

#

#

Show More Replies
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1 10 Reply"

6 days ago

Thanks to the vaccines it now becomes a disease of the red states. Of course pleas
like this will fall on deaf ears:

https://twitter.com/SDECoxHealth/status/1407070731779911687?s=20

Not that I care.

youshallnotkill

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

Nobody dies from “tHe DeLtA vArIaNt!!!!1!”
NTFOL

#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago

If you say so.
youshallnotkill

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

^^^ True Believer ^^^
secretargentman

#

#

2

6 days ago

The government cares about him, big pharma wants him healthy, and the
media would never lie to him, don't ya know?

eftian

#

#

6 days ago

Wonder what Brent's ZH handle was:

https://twitter.com/ashtonpittman/status/1408915466760900613?s=20

youshallnotkill

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Youshallnotkill? Does that include the vaccine? 
What is The Hedge

#

#

https://twitter.com/SDECoxHealth/status/1407070731779911687?s=20
https://twitter.com/ashtonpittman/status/1408915466760900613?s=20
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6 days ago

Didn't kill me or my wife yet, nor the dozens of people I know who are fully
vaccinated.

youshallnotkill

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

only delta case in aus sent to icu

oh hes in a bad way..

well over 80 n hes recovered

no other deaths reported

meanwhile the vaxxes have sent near 50 to hosp with clots GBarre  etc

2 or more died

Amicus Curiae

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

And the disease of the blue states is America's "forever wars" war machine.

Prove.

Me.

Wrong!

Decatur Guy

disease of the red states

#

#
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2 32 Reply"

6 days ago

You were on until the point of "I didn't think I'd live to see a greater crime than 9/11."  If
you mean than the Patriot Act, fine.  But if you are actually the tin foil hatter that thinks
9/11 was an inside job of some kind, despite the empirical evidence to the contrary,
then you're an idiot.    

Fangdango

#

#

13 1 Reply"

6 days ago

The empirical evidence that included an undamaged passport, buildings collapsing
into their own footprint, and an undamaged, well removed building collapsing too?

 

They should have faked much more believable empirical evidence.

 

Btw, haven't downvoted your posts yet as I still hope you might be open to
reasonable arguments

Quadriad

#

#

11 1 Reply"

6 days ago

He probably thinks camel riders living in caves made anthrax and sent it to the
people opposed to the Patriot Act...you know the logical thing to do.

hisnamewas

#

#
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1 18 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Everything you mentioned is empirically refuted nonsense.  I'm not going to
litigate your tinfoil hat conspiracy theory that has been debunked ad nauseum for
the past two decades and which blatant idiocy does no favors to the cause of
actual liberty.  George W Bush and his dad were horrible POTUS', but that
doesn't change what happened on 9/11 and that is not legitimately up for debate
now.

The response to it, however, is a different story.  It's the same as the difference
between COVID as not actually real tinfoil hat stupidity and the failed and
absurd political response to it.  Stop it.  You are not helping.

Fangdango

#

#

8 Reply"

6 days ago

Sorry, saying that questioning the official narrative about WTC7 is "tinfoil hat
stupidity" just outs you as stupid or a shill.

bigjim

#

#

2

6 days ago

All official narratives are questionable. There’s no such thing as “settled
science”. Freedom of speech demands arguments and the best decisions
require wide-open inquiry into possibilities. And if the medical profession /
insurers imagine that they should be shielded from distrust, that’s dangerous
nonsense. Eight out of ten doctors surveyed preferred Lucky Strikes, or so
the man on television once said.

Pippi_Lungstocking

#

#

8 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

The heat was so intense it melted the granite bedrock 30 meters below street
level.  

Edit. Both towers collapsed free-fall in identical fashion in less than 10 seconds.

 

Decatur Guy

#

#
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5 Reply"

6 days ago

Towers 1 & 2 got hit by airliners full of fuel.

Concentrate on WTC7. That's the real smoking gun.

bigjim

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

Quite. Having read a few of his posts, I don't think Fangdango is going to be
open to reasoned arguments. However, he is more articulate than the other shills
on here so give him his due 

!

Janet_the_Gannet

#

#

12 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

The m*ther F*ckin' towers burned for three months!

Kerosene does not burn for three m*ther F*uckin' months.

How m*ther F*ckin' obtuse can you be?

No m*ther F*ckin' commercial jet hit the pentagram.

No m*ther F*ckin' commercial jet crash in Shanksville, PA.

How m*ther F*ckin' obtuse can you be?

Oh, and m*ther F*ckin' Gulf of Tonken never m*ther F*ckin' happened.

Remember the Liberty!

Decatur Guy

#

#

1 12 Reply"

6 days ago

You sound like a critical thinking guy.  The pentagram? LOL

It's disheartening to see idiots the left can exploit like you.

 

Fangdango

#

#
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7 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Stay in the matrix. It suits you quite well.

Edit - Three f'ing months!!!

Decatur Guy

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

Fangdango, try to keep up with the class. -

 "The pentagram? LOL - It's disheartening to see idiots the left can exploit
like you."

Listen to US Secretary of Transportation Norman Mineta, 9/11
Commission Testimony -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDfdOwt2v3Y&t=1s

Bob Lidd

#

#
Reply"

33 seconds ago

Small hat?
HamFistedIdiot

#

#

7 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

At first I thought COVID19 was a bioweapon that left the Wuhan lab... intentionally or
not.

But now, I believe the COVID19 was the initiator, it's not the real weapon, the real
bioweapons are the mRNA vaccines. They were ready from the beginning.

We start to see doctors warning about pregnancy and fertility problems induced by the
vaccines.

This is the real deal ! Hope I'm wrong.

TalkingMind

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDfdOwt2v3Y&t=1s
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Reply"

5 days ago

precisely.

 

it's effectively a binary weapon.

end times watcher

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

I was three when Kennedy was killed.  Trust me.  You aren't missing anything.
brunski60

#

#
4 Reply"

6 days ago

Dandelion leaf extract blocks Spike Protein attachment [1].
President Trump proposes HCQ Zythromycin Zinc [2]
I myself take ivermectin and pine needle oil.
Please see also [Path]
[1] https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.03.19.435959v1.full (reference first
found on SteveQuayle.com).
[2] https://rumble.com/vh8ypj-president-trump-i-take-hydroxychloroquine.html at 1:11
[Path] https://www.brighteon.com/a2f87e73-c82b-47e5-8506-960e181b3a45

0h

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Are you taking ivermectin for any other benefits besides Covid-19 protection? HCQ
is a weekly pill in the tropics but I haven't heard similar things about ivermectin.(I am
aware of ivermectin's normal uses and use it on my horses.)

Friedrich not Salma

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

I use Fenbendazole, it's another anti-parasitic.  I used it as a prophylactic, during
the winter.  It is also used by cancer patients, with some excellent results.  I have
had no side effects.

Earlee-Bird

#

#

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.03.19.435959v1.full
http://stevequayle.com/
https://rumble.com/vh8ypj-president-trump-i-take-hydroxychloroquine.html
https://www.brighteon.com/a2f87e73-c82b-47e5-8506-960e181b3a45
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Reply"

6 days ago

Thank you for posting these links.  It might help those who are being forced to take
the vaxx.

Xena fobe

#

#

Show More Replies

53 Reply"

6 days ago

This must be exposed....Ivermectin works !!
GotitRight

#

#

27 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Ivermectin is under double lock cage at Tractor Supply stores.   Before, you could buy
it right off the shelf for your horse, sheep and dog, etc.  

Chaos

#

#

12 Reply"

6 days ago

Amazon had the horse version a few months ago.  Try that.  Who cares if Bezos
makes a buck from you buying Ivermectin.

LetThemEatRand

#

#

13 Reply"

6 days ago

Got mine from online Walmart...
espirit

#

#

12 Reply"

6 days ago

  I try to do all my walmart shopping in the store. Looking at the free range
idiots wandering the store puts a smile on my face and raises my self esteem.
Some days I suspect it works in reverse when I see random strangets looking
at me and smiling.

83_vf_1100_c

#

#
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2

6 days ago

You are breaking rule #1 of survival -- Avoid crowds. Possibly the worst type
of crowd too. 

I shop Walmart but I have it delivered.

JohnMc

#

#

19 Reply"

6 days ago

I opted for the apple flavor horse Ivermectin.  
LetThemEatRand

#

#

6 days ago (Edited)

if you read the veterinary version of a manufacturer safety data sheet, like
ivermax, the only proprietary ingredients are the emulsifier they used to turn
it into a paste and the apple flavor itself.

 

it’s got a convenient injector that makes it easy to break it down into several
200 or 250 pound doses, so you could easily administer the therapeutic
dose or the prophylactic dosage every few days or every two weeks very
easily and safely.

 

Everybody seems to be concerned about dosages but if you’re still dosing
by bodyweight, regardless of if you’re a horse or a human, it’s 200 µg per
kilogram of body weight.

How convenient.

frankly the first thing I did before trying anything like this was Google for any
known fatalities from ivermectin overdoses.

couldn’t find any… Maybe I didn’t look hard enough?

what I did find was an interesting study done on Africans with river
blindness where they use dosages as high as 2000 µg per kilogram, 10
times higher than the dose needed for treatment of Covid either

Blasphemer Extraordinaire
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preventatively or in the hospital,with no side effects or neurological effects
noted in the study.

i’ve heard anecdotally that it could make vision blurry, but I have not
experienced that myself, but I am following the FLCCC protocol for
prophylactic use and so far so good. that range of dosage is pretty
straightforward, 200 µg per kilogram of body weight, but the interval varies
based on if you think you’ve been exposed, or just want to prevent getting
sick going around in about your business.

anyway, if your doctor is brainwashed by the Covid Savior Fauci, just head
down to your local feed store and pick some up.

and with that kind of dosage safety, it’s kind of hard to screw up.

furthermore, if anybody reacts badly to the drug, it’s out of your system in
about three days, can’t really say the same for the vaccines which will be
stuck with you until they either wear off or well maybe you’re stuck with
them foreveror over producing spike proteins until it finally takes it’s toll and
gives you some fatal form of cardiovascular disease and eventually kills you.

The alternative is either veterinary or pharmaceutical grade ivermectin,
there’s not much difference in dosage but maybe the form of delivery, and
that’s about it.

 

probably not a bad idea to give yourself a broad-based anti-parasitic every
few months anyway, (especially if some of your horn dogs around here tend
to enjoy your single life too much and just so happen to pick up a scorching
case of scabies) because if anything low level is chewing on you and
impacting your immunity, this is a very simple way to offload your immune
system to prepare for some nasty Fauci designed Covid mutant coming
around the corner making you more able to survive it.

It will also kill head lice that your kids or grandkids bring home from Open
borders public school.
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and, the stuff in the feed store is dirt cheap… We’re talking about five bucks
for as many doses for an average 200 pound mammal, you’re not gonna get
it anywhere cheaper.

 

so if the liberals out there or the people who think they’re the smartest kids
in the room because they graduated from med school won’t give you a very
simple and safe drug to use to get ahead of this so-called pandemic, you
can run down to your Health store, buy some quercetin vitamin D and zinc,
and grab some of this at the local feed store and you’re better off than most
of the hospitals in the United States in the safety of your own home to take
care of yourself and your family.

 

and just remember before Covid what was the third leading cause of death
in the United States that was unpublished on any of the public websites:
medical mistakes and errors.

 

now it’s even worse, because healthcare has moved beyond science and
has been politicized.

 

some doctors are now unfortunately the enemy.

 

So to sum up, everybody should have this on their shelf at home, it really
doesn’t matter what form you take as long as you dose by body weight, and
the rest of the medical community can simply jump off a cliff for all I care
because all they’ve shown during this pandemic is just how crazy stupid
they can be watching people die in intensive care and in rest homes when
they should’ve known better.

 

they did know better but were too chickenshit to speak up about it which
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25

makes them grossly negligent and responsible for up to half the deaths
during this pandemic which ravaged our elders predominantly in those same
restrooms and elderly care facilities.

 

 
#

#

3

6 days ago

Ordered some of this myself.

I take it you just drink it with water?

McGantic

#

#

15 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

You don't need to buy something for a horse. You can go to doctors online for
a human prescription.

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/

Scroll down the page to "Covid-19 Treatment Availability"

misgivings

#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago

For now
sun tzu

#

#

11

6 days ago

Yeah. That's been my mantra regarding a lot of things: I can get
Ivermectin...for now. I can eat beef...for now. I can drive my car...for now.
And yet I have friends who have been vaccinated who think everything has
returned to 2018.

misgivings

#

#

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/
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1

6 days ago (Edited)

That's unlikely to change fortunately. Any physician has a legal right to
prescribe any drug for a patient if he believes it will help the patient, even if
the indication is "off-label". What got Pfizer, and others,into trouble
and large fines was promoting various drugs "off-label". It was the
promotion of something that had not been approved that caused the
problem. Only a physician can make that call based on his/her/itx
professional experience.

philipat

#

#

11 Reply"

6 days ago

I tried calling 3 of the DRs listed. One never got back to me. One wanted $500
because it includes consultation, and one said I could only do it on a
smartphone and I only have a flip phone. I bought the horse stuff. I tried my
cardiologist and dermatologist and they looked at me like I was from mars.

delmar Jackson

#

#
7

6 days ago

go to alldaychemist for HCQ...get ivermectin from Amazon
Plus3dB

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

or just get some Ivermax.

 

Easily dose by body weight, and you’ll feel as healthy as a horse!

 

 

Blasphemer Extraordinaire

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago

I bought some for a horse while waiting for my order for an OTC order from
India.  

bringonthebigone

#

#

7 Reply"

6 days ago

I bought some from tractor supply a few weeks ago .. under lock and key, but the
employee didn't object to me buying it.  Get it while you can I suppose ... 

2bit Hoarder

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Even apple-flavored is foul tasting. Squeeze it into emptied vitamin C capsules to
consume.

Friedrich not Salma

#

#
Reply"

6 days ago

I got mine at Tractor Supply - apple flavored horse paste at the store, regular bottle
online. 

CognitiveDissident

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

See here:   https://www.barnhardt.biz/ivermectin/

 

CognitiveDissident

#

#

41 Reply"

6 days ago

Bizarro World when proven drugs are not allowed, but experimental ones are forced.
chalkoutline1984

#

#

https://www.barnhardt.biz/ivermectin/
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3 Reply"

6 days ago

Maybe you have to pay for the entire article too find out that a peer-reviewed meta
study was published this month that shows IVM is an effective treatment for Covid.
Maybe Taibbi missed that study because he is still in the 'no one really knows for sure
if it works mode'. I'm not paying to find out what I already know.

Demologos

#

#

33 Reply"

6 days ago

The Medical Industrial Complex killed millions for profit.  
General Fuster Cluck

#

#

12 1 Reply"

6 days ago

Trump is still bragging about the vaccine.

:(

pro·le·tar·i·at

#

#

7 Reply"

6 days ago

Pandemic: follow the real money, the unthinkable amount of money      COVID: Three
men who own corporate America

Not Your Father's ZH

#

#

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/05/12/pandemic-follow-the-real-money-the-unthinkable-amount-of-money/
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/06/21/covid-three-men-who-own-corporate-america/
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1 Reply"

6 days ago

between that and moving our Embassy to Jerusalem, and that whole Soleimani
assassination business while he was on a piece mission, when that was the guy that
helped clean up most of the ISIS al-Qaeda mess made by our deep state goons,
these things kind of cast a shadow over his four years that I otherwise somewhat
enjoyed.

 

he was doing Yoemans work on Twitter constantly triggering all of the crazies that
were too busy complaining about him to do any more damage than they were
already doing.

 

 

Blasphemer Extraordinaire

#

#

2 1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

He was on a piece mission? What's that?

Those were not the bad things Trump did.  He was actually the best POTUS on
foreign wars and intervention of my lifetime.  Embassy to Jerusalem was a good
thing that took political balls to get done.  One of the only things he did that
showed the balls all his supporters believed he actually had.

His exposer of the corporate media as merely an arm of the Democrat party was
another good thing he did.  The fake news thing has wounded them badly, which
is a big reason they hated him so nakedly.  Other than that, he was a Clinton
Democrat that a bunch of current "conservatives" loved and the media hated for
little more than he had an (R) next to his name instead of a (D). 

Fangdango

#

#
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2 2 Reply"

6 days ago

Yeah, Trump has been a disaster when it comes to both COVID and fiscal rectitude,
yet so many people here who fancy themselves small government folks revere him
even though he betrayed them at pretty much every turn.  It's sad and has reduced
my faith in the ability for us to ever actually achieve limitied government liberty
again.    

Fangdango

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Trump was anti vaccine until he endorsed Operation Warp Speed.  No matter
what Trump said, he said the opposite a week later. 

Basia

#

#

31 Reply"

6 days ago

Whatever .gov says you should do, choose the exact opposite. 
BGen. Jack Ripper

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

In more way's than one...
espirit

#

#

11 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Once in awhile they’re pretty good on something, like when Pedo Joe said that we
need f-15s and nukes to fight the government.  I immediately tried to find used fighter
jets.

Ginger Giraffe

#

#

28 Reply"

6 days ago

It worked for me!  I had COVID a couple of months ago- after a couple of days of Ivermectin,
antibiotics and vitamins, I was on my way to recovery.  It's absolutely criminal they've let
people die without this drug!

Lance Boyle

#

#
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6 Reply"

6 days ago

Your doctor is a hero for prescribing ivermectin.

Or was it self medication?

 

mikka

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

Front Line Doctors.  Shhh... Am I allowed to say their name?
Lance Boyle

#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago

I have a friend whose doctor also prescribed Ivermectin and she had the same result. I
notice there are doctors online who will prescribe it even prophylactically.

misgivings

#

#

8 Reply"

6 days ago

Can't get in the state I live in. They also won't obey the doctor's Rx for HCQ.
Handful of Dust

#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago

don’t be surprised if ivermectin is effective against influenza viruses as well, because
some of the research I bumbled across on my preemptive hours of online research
about the safety of the drug turned research about that up, and where it was being
used in everything from river blindness to scabies to head lice to even acne vulgaris?
They are even using this drug as a potential chemotherapy alternative for treating
certain types of cancer… Really early stage research mind you, but with a drug this
cheap and this safe, why the hell don’t we just take it just for the hell of it?

taking it to protect you and your family against Covid if you are the guy that goes out
the most, and used at or near the dosages recommended by the FLCCC for
prophylactic treatment may have some longer term health impactsBeyon

Blasphemer Extraordinaire

#

#
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3 Reply"

6 days ago

Fenbenzadole (fenben) is also an anti parasitic and has anecdotal cancer curing
evidence. Some of my livestock wormers are ivermectin and others are fenben.
Internets has more interesting info...

Friedrich not Salma

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

fenben is in dewormers for dogs, too
Hiros Edge

#

#

26 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

There is definitely a mystery here.  Ivermectin has been widely and successfully used in Latin
America as a treatment since March 2020.  You can walk into most pharmacies in Latin
America and buy a 7 Day Course of Ivermectin for about $20 USD.

India was just heavily pressured not to use Ivermectin as a treatment.

It's time for the Medical Establishment to be investigated and prosecuted.

Delusion Spotter

#

#

7 Reply"

6 days ago

Don't let them do the testing. Have an independent outside group do it.
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

26 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

"Short of the gold standard of randomized controlled trials, there’s no proof."

Well this is false. There are nearly 60 clinical trials for ivermectin and many of them are
double blind and randomized. Dude writes an article about the surpression of ivermectin and
then inserts disinformation. This is how bad it really is.

SilverMoneyBags

#

#
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8 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Yep. There are at least 31 randomized controlled trials to date, showing positive effects
at a magnitude of 69% for early treatment and 83% for prophylaxis.

https://ivmmeta.com/

Nona Yobiznes

#

#

25 Reply"

6 days ago

Ivermectin works, the reason TPTB don't want it known is that it would revoke the EUA for
their previous vaccines

 

EUA is predicated on the understanding that there is no alternative treatment to Covid... 

ikhan

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

exactly.

 

Blasphemer Extraordinaire

#

#

25 Reply"

6 days ago

The real fight is between a cheap generic drug and billions in expensive treatments and
drugs from big pharma.

2banana

#

#

31 Reply"

6 days ago

I would argue that the real fight is between saving lives and letting people die. This is a
depopulation plan.

GoodyGumdrops

#

#

https://ivmmeta.com/
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12 Reply"

6 days ago

With physicians complicit.

 

mikka

#

#

9 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

The only thing they care about is their licence to practice. Doctors nowadays are
unprinicipled because they all went to college to learn how to be a doctor "so
they could make the big bucks" I never met a pre-med that said otherwise. 

 

This country is full of unprincipled people 

pro·le·tar·i·at

#

#
5 Reply"

6 days ago

HMOs and corporate greed helped push doctors to become businessmen just
like every other trade.

Sad development imo.

Handful of Dust

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Search engines with pants.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

The principaled ones wake up to the scam and quit. 

ronin12

#

#
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3 Reply"

6 days ago

Not only complicit, but also instrumental in censoring and "cancelling" any other
physician presenting different data or opinions. That's the antithesis of science
and is a truly shcking reflection of the times we live in.

philipat

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

No it's not.  It's a cover the ass and preserve reputation plan.
Fangdango

#

#

14 Reply"

6 days ago

That's part of it but the real agenda is much deeper and darker than just money. Even
"the virus" is just a part of the Reset implementation strategy where the "vaccines" and
"Vaccine Passports" are the end game of that arm of the scam.

philipat

#

#

20 Reply"

6 days ago

We all owe a debt of gratitude to IVM and HCQ, and not just for the lives they've saved.

I'd never heard of either one 18 months ago, and since then, they've shown me that the
MSM, .gov, and social media are even more warped than I had imagined.

Only Way Out

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

The “Distrust” team is winning a lot more hearts and minds away from the “Trust” team
as the game progresses.  It’s probably nearing a 60-40 split now in favor of  Distrust.
My friends on the Trust team are suffering a lot of doubts lately.

Pippi_Lungstocking

#

#
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20 2 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Dems are on the wrong side of everything, the truth is the opposite of what they insist.

Global Warming= Total Joke of a Hoax

Abortion=infantacide

Ivermectin= works (upsetting big pharma)

Election= Was Stolen

Biden Won= no, really Trump did

The Dems won the Senate= No, they stole that too

Guns should be banned= FU 2nd Amendment

George Saint Floyd= Jogger on fentanyl

Trump Collude w Russia= FBI/CIA Framed Trump and Flynn

socialism will work this time= It never fing works you idiots

Transvestites can compete where they identify= No, men should not be competing with
women

No Election fraud=Maricopa County results come out Monday, ending that narrative.

Nothing they say is true, nothing, not one thing.  Yet they keep going.  Who is buying their
drivel?

 

 

WuhanJohnny
#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

Millions are.

And many are plumb nuts...

Md4

#

#
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7 Reply"

6 days ago

Fact Checked : True 

✔

Handful of Dust

#

#

18 Reply"

6 days ago

It is all about the money.

If ivermectin (or any other drug) is determined to be able to fight the Corona virus
effectively...then ALL OF THE VACCINES LOSE their Emergency use status!

bluehorseshoe

#

#

8 Reply"

6 days ago

Hence the mad scramble to get them FDA approval before too many people wake up
to the damage they're causing.

misgivings

#

#

17 Reply"

6 days ago

So.. the hospitals had to choose between taking a stab at a couple rounds of ivermectin ($)
vs guaranteed continued inpatient hospitalization
($$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$)? Do I have that right?

Verrick

#

#

6 2 Reply"

6 days ago

someone's gotta pay for the doctors' four houses?
liberty2day

#

#
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8 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

And don't forget the
($$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$) from
covid-death on the death certificate.

EDIT: Not enough $'s....

Morcrist

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-9726307/Video-shows-shows-2-8-MILLION-
cost-four-month-stay-hospital-COVID-19.html

katagorikal

#

#

17 Reply"

6 days ago

The medical profession has become filled with bought and paid for shills for big pharma and
big gov grants... they should be treated as such.  

Nullus Tutela

#

#

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-9726307/Video-shows-shows-2-8-MILLION-cost-four-month-stay-hospital-COVID-19.html
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17 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

I don't know what the balance of the article indicates, but this excerpt misses the most
fundamental point:

If you have a therapeutic that works, you can't get an Emergency Use Authorization for the
vaccines so that's motive to censor Ivermectin and any other therapeutic. And Merck should
be investigated for slamming an out of patent drug (Ivermectin) at the same time they're
trying to get Emergency Use Authorization for a new drug they want people to use instead. 

When are people going to stop trashing an inexpensive medicine that's been around for
decades calling it "unproven" - at the same time not even permitting anyone to question a
vaccine with technology never before injected into a human? It's insane. Doctors have been
fired for prescribing Ivermectin and perhaps 600,000 Americans have been put to death
because the only permitted protocol was "no treatment" until you turn blue. And that
protocol was made by people with billions on the line and conflicted interests. These people
need to be unearthed and prosecuted! I can't think of anyone more despicable.

This whole thing is so gruesomely hideous. A nightmare that never ends.

misgivings
#

#

16 Reply"

6 days ago

Science.

Died 2020.

RIP

Robert De Zero

#

#

16 Reply"

6 days ago

"Ivermectin. It's not just for horses anymore."
Thinking Thoughtfully

#

#
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7 2 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

I do not think it was originally meant for horses, but for humans.  it just happens to
work  for many animals, like many medications do.

liberty2day

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

It has always been a widely used anti-parasitic for both animals and humans.  What
they didn't realise is that it has many more uses.

Victor999

#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago

Dogs get ivermectin from pet vets too, it helps prevent heartworm infections (works
against the larvae).

Mark777

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

It wasnt developed for horse but for humans
tezza1

#

#

16 1 Reply"

6 days ago

Liberals are just evil humans.

Never forget that.

hardright

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

I dont care for the conservatives either when they lie.
pro·le·tar·i·at

#

#
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6 Reply"

6 days ago

I don't care for Republicans in general.

We need a political party that is pure, united, and always on the offense.

hardright

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Let them get the shots and boosters. It's no use trying to educate them. They will mock
and ridicule you. 

sun tzu

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

well, if the study that indicates that for every three people saved by these shots, to
die, and almost a dozen more are injured some permanently, they may not be
around to mock and ridicule us for very long.

 

and that scenario the bigger problem is going to be keeping the economy in this
country, and probably the world going through the transition with a much smaller
labor force.

 

some of us have friends family and business partners that fell for the vaccine scare
campaign, and my only real fear is that I’m going to lose some of them that I really
enjoy being around.

 

 

 

Blasphemer Extraordinaire

#

#
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17 Reply"

6 days ago

Thousands of flights cancelled as vaccinated pilots fall ill or die

According to flightaware.com, 120,000 cancellations per year is the average for global
flights. An average day would see 329 cancellations. A 2 day average would see 658
cancellations. But between Friday and Saturday, 3,533 cancellations occurred.

That’s a 580% increase in cancellations globally in the past 2 days.

According to a 2014 study published in the Journal of Thrombosis and Haemostasis, pilots
suffer an increased risk of clotting issues due to frequent and prolonged air travel.

Medical News Today published a study on June 15th, 2021 that showed an increased risk of
blood clotting and low platelets in AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine recipients.

Pilots have an increased risk of blood clots. COVID-19 vaccine recipients have an increased
risk of blood clots.

Reuter’s and Fact Checkers cannot hide the fact that an increased risk on top of an
increased risk is potentially a disaster, but neither has any regard for human life or the truth,
as evidenced by the propaganda they’re currently creating by the minute.

https://thecoloradoherald.com/2021/thousands-of-flights-cancelled-as-vaccinated-pilots-
fall-ill-or-die/

 

 

BorraChoom
#

#

13 Reply"

6 days ago

Only the unvaccinated will be able to travel by plane
1Y4NixfGQ4MbMO4f

#

#

7 Reply"

6 days ago

How ironic!
V.A.grifter

#

#

http://flightaware.com/
https://thecoloradoherald.com/2021/thousands-of-flights-cancelled-as-vaccinated-pilots-fall-ill-or-die/
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4 Reply"

6 days ago

Let all vaccinated travel first, for as many times they wish.

 

mikka

#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago

If the blood clots don't get them, the heart inflammation will!

 

Handful of Dust

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Travels open, Yay...!
espirit

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Gee wiz. If I was a global elitist this is something I would want.
FinbarHiggins

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

This information seems to be suppressed even in the alternative media.  Just flew on
Southwest and the lady next to me got jerked around by American Airlines
cancellations. The passengers waited from 9 pm to 2 am in the plane. Then the flight
was cancelled at 2 am.  Various reasons were given and the last reason was they could
not find any on call pilots that were available. She finally got a Southwest last minute
reservation after being awake for 24 hours. 

Basia

#

#
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14 1 Reply"

6 days ago

Obviously it’s important that none of the therapeutics work. If either of those drugs were
effective, and everyone knew it, then they wouldn’t be signing up to get injected with these
garbage RNA shots. 

greenskeeper carl
#

#

8 Reply"

6 days ago

If either of those drugs were officially deemed effective, there is no possibility of a
vaccine.  Thus the reason the medical industry (Big pharma) fights it so intensely.

Victor999

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

The Oxford University test results are known before they even begin.
Bollockinell

#

#

14 Reply"

6 days ago

You can buy virtually any destructive product you desire:Alcohol,narcotics,tobacco,etc.You
can even go to Home Depot,buy a gallon of turpentine and drink that.However,you cannot
buy antibiotics.Hmmmm.

rent slave

#

#

4 8 Reply"

6 days ago

If you can’t understand the solid reasoning for not selling antibiotics over the counter,
you might as well drink the turpentine.

surroundedbyijits

#

#

3 5 Reply"

6 days ago

You either will profit from that or are not thinking clearly.

The only solid reasoning is money oriented.

NewNormal2021

#

#

http://etc.you/
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3 2 Reply"

6 days ago

Idiot!
surroundedbyijits

#

#

8 Reply"

6 days ago

Over use of antibiotics is creating resistant strains of bacteria and they are
running out of new drugs that will work. It is a huge problem for hospitals. If you
are not aware of this you should be. It is an extreme threat. Look up MERSA
infections. Letting everyone buy and take antibiotics they don't need would be a
world wide calamity with the "Super Bugs" getting stronger ever faster. 

Teeter
#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Americans aren't the ones creating the superbugs, it is the third world nations
that play doctor on themselves.

zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

The problem is that far too many people will take an antibiotic when it's not
needed.   The result is more antibiotic-resistant bugs out there.   It's a bit of a
fancy business saying when an antibiotic is needed and which one is best
considering the total picture. 

And antibiotic resistance is a huge and growing problem, especially in hospitals. 

I've seen doctors get it wrong in both directions but they at least know the issues
and in my own experience are less likely to overdo it than non-doctors. 

Zorch

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

Doctors want to give the impression they are needed so when a patient that
will self-heal in several days visits, the doctor prescribes antibiotics just to
appear to be helpful. Especially pediatricians. GPs are pretty much useless.

Friedrich not Salma

#

#
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6 days ago

A voice of reason.
NewNormal2021

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Part of the problem is in the third world poor sick people may buy a single
days antibiotic because thats all they can afford. The bacteria soon become
resistant.

tezza1
#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

https://www.earthclinic.com/remedies/turpentine-kerosene.html
toejam

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

  https://www.earthclinic.com/mobile/remedies/turpentine-kerosene/parasites/

John C, 3rd one down. Wow!

Friedrich not Salma

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Oh, good pick up.
toejam

#

#

14 Reply"

6 days ago

I'll take my chances with HCQ and Ivermectin over 

a physicians treatment of hospitalization.

Let the chips fall where they may...

espirit

#

#

https://www.earthclinic.com/remedies/turpentine-kerosene.html
https://www.earthclinic.com/mobile/remedies/turpentine-kerosene/parasites/
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13 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

As anyone who has listened to the listed sources knows knows, we dont need "gold
standard large scale placebo controlled trials" - because they are not, in fact, the gold
standard. Meta-analysis are, and we have them. They show that Ivermectin works, end of
story. This article goes half way, but doesnt quite hit the finish line.

ivmmeta.com

MRob
#

#

9 Reply"

6 days ago

They certainly didn't call for gold standard trials for the mrna experimental jabs, rushed
them out within 6 mths under emergency use as the only viable treatment, which we
know that falls short of the truth. Anything would be safer than using spike protein
producing, gene altering mrna jabs.

spam filter

#

#

8 Reply"

6 days ago

If you look at the requirements for EUAs, these mRNAs don’t meet them.

First, can only use EUA when there are no other viable treatments.  Here, we have
several.

Second, can only use EUAs when the disease in question poses imminent risk of
death, which COVID does not outside the 0-59 age cohort.

Maybe an argument could be made for these vaxxes to be used in 69+ but that’s
about it.

Were being experimented on.

Casual Homer

#

#

13 Reply"

6 days ago

A major problem with the left is that they insist you have the same delusions they are having.

 

TheDaliLlama

#

#

http://ivmmeta.com/
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12 Reply"

6 days ago

They can never admit ivermectin works because the entire mulit billion dollar emergency
authorization is based on it not working.

Luapnor
#

#

12 Reply"

6 days ago

Unfortunately Taibbi got it wrong at the end of his piece. You don’t wait until your near death
to take ivermectin, you take it early on to limit the severity of the viral condition. It’s an
effective treatment not a cure per se!  

dockw

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

Yes, I heard that too. Dr. Kory said to begin at the very first symptom. 
Three Graces

#

#

12 Reply"

6 days ago

Left - "I would let thousands die rather than give anything that might be even remotely
related to Trump credit."

spanish inquisition

#

#

13 Reply"

6 days ago

I took Ivermactin, and I think most doctors are prescribing it.    It certainly works.  Why didn't
Fauci-the killer rat- not initiate an immediate government sponsored clinical trial?  The drug
is too cheap for big pharma to do a clinical trial. FAUCI SHOULD BE ARRESTED,
PROSECUTED AND EXECUTED!

naro

#

#

12 Reply"

6 days ago

Pushers of unproven vaccines criticizing ivermectin? Give me a break.
Lookout Mountain

#

#
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2 Reply"

6 days ago

Anti science wins...... 
Obamanism666

#

#

12 Reply"

6 days ago

Take it to the bank. Ivermectin works regardless of the absolute liars trying to suggest it
does not. If you doubt it arrange to have it issued to people infected with the whuflu and
then monitor accordingly. The people who have been trying to deny this and other effective
treatments are guilty of crimes upon all of humanity across this planet we all share.

TRUTH SHALL PREVAIL √

Spitzenhammer

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Everybody was Kung-flu fighting
Noktirnal

#

#

11 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

If Ivermectin works, then there's no need for vaccinations.

The "Finkelsteins" of the world want everyone to take the expiramental mRNA vaccinations
for profit, population reduction & control, so they cannot allow ivermectin. It's really just that
simple.

ctiger2

#

#

11 Reply"

6 days ago

Matt Taibbi is brilliant

i  will take ivermectin instead of the pfizer experimental jab

ChildWifeAisha

#

#
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11 Reply"

6 days ago

Experimental inexpensive proven safe drugs.... HELL NO!

Experimental novel vaccines with no long-term studies?.... ....HELL YES!

Let's just call Ivermectin a 'short term vaccine', and then the left can get behind it. 

DaGov
#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

How dare you call YOUR capitalist robber baron pigs, leftists.
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

11 1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

the sheer amount of malice required to deprive people of a proven benign and effective
medication so that they can inject humans with unproven, dangerous gene altering HIGH
PROFIT  regimes is beyond my capacity to grasp.

liberty2day

#

#
2 Reply"

6 days ago

One of the benefits of the last couple of years is increasing our ability to grasp the
reality of steadily larger amounts of evil.

Wait ... is that a benefit? 

Zorch

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Anyone who would do this would also commit genocide.  Rwanda, Armenia,
Cambodia, now the US, EU, Canada and Australia can be added to the list. 

Xena fobe

#

#
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11 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

The medical profession is going to suffer from a severe lack of confidence and erosion of
trust for years to come because some (not all) of them have been absolutely complicit in
covering up widely available, life saving treatments.   
We are going back to leeching days when doctors were regarded as quacks.   
 

endh1b
#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

My doc was prescribing Ivermectin for prevention.
hardright

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

US, or no...?
espirit

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

US
hardright

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

I asked my doc if he would and I never heard back from him. 
misgivings

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

I told my Dr I and my wife were taking Ivermectin prophylactically, and he said that's
an excellent alternative for you.

NewNormal2021

#

#
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4 1 Reply"

6 days ago

And many of them will tell you, that, as with government, and most of academia, the
sick prog left have turned regimented medicine into a fascist state.

Very, very few practitioners want to go against the leftist grain.

Like LE, the potential costs are ruin...and perhaps, worse.

The left are toxic wherever they go...

Md4

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Look save a bundle on heartworm meds for your doggie (ivermectin)

https://www.lcsupply.com/products/ivermectin-injectable-50-ml-vial

http://www.thedogplace.org/PARASITES/ivermectin-wormer.asp

joego1

#

#

10 Reply"

6 days ago

Hospitals aren’t run by doctors.  They’re run by bean counters.
Casual Homer

#

#

10 Reply"

6 days ago

 "some" deserve a bullet through the brain and an unmarked grave.

Lockesmith

Should the entire world be allowed to practice self-care on a grand
scale? That’s a different issue. Some would say absolutely not

#

#

https://www.lcsupply.com/products/ivermectin-injectable-50-ml-vial
http://www.thedogplace.org/PARASITES/ivermectin-wormer.asp
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10 3 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Colloidal silver is not talked about, but it is a good thing to have around too in case of
emergency, supposedly being a near universal anti viral, anti biotic, anti fungal.

liberty2day
#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Hi Ho Silver | Science-Based Medicine (sciencebasedmedicine.org)
jimbobbrown

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

i use it form toot ache and mouth ulcers or abcesses and it is unbelievable. Take at bed
time and gone in morning I wouldnt do without it

tezza1

#

#

10 3 Reply"

6 days ago

Folks, no need to necessarily get HCQ.  Hyrdoxychloroquine is quinine, basically, which can
be found in quinine water, or more readily in citrus fruit, in the white pith, the bitter
compound.  Many online recipes on how to extract that compound, or just throw the citrus
through a juicer, pith and all.  Indeed, many reports are that quinine is MORE effective than
HCQ.

 

And remember to take it with zinc, which it works with. Quinine being the gun, and zinc the
bullet.

 

Unless they outlaw citrus fruit and meats, where quinine and zinc are not available anymore,
everyone should have easy access to both.

liberty2day

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Or tonic water.  I still have a few bottles I bought early on.
I Write Code

#

#

https://sciencebasedmedicine.org/hi-ho-silver/
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10 Reply"

6 days ago

Me too

Have quercitin too.

Zinc D C and chaga 

Kids got Covid. Never got me or my wife. If it did my body bitchslapped it.

 

Lets be honest. This is all about fuckin the world up with vaccines so KLAUS and
the other Satanists can own it all. These people should be hung.

IridiumRebel

#

#

10 Reply"

6 days ago

Quercetin is too easy - onions, apples, even a little in tea, and the EGCG in green
tea is just as good.  Many years ago I tried taking quercetin supplements, and I
didn't like how that went, so stopped and eventually tossed the rest.

Vitamin D is looking very good as a mitigation - keep any COVID down to a quick
sniffle. Between all these simple nutritionals, it's looking more and more like, if
CDC had done anything useful in the last 18 years, COVID would never have got
off the ground, and that doesn't even count HCQ or Ivermectin.

Is it proven?  No, but as usual, largely because NOBODY IS TRYING.  Simple
nutritionals have been massively underplayed in western medicine for the last
century, doctors ignore it, deprecate it, but (unfortunately) I can vouch for the
effectiveness of simple stuff that doctors either don't know about - or won't *tell*
you about because it violates their schooling and practice guidelines, they might
even be disciplined for it.

What total suckage.

I Write Code

#

#
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4 2 Reply"

6 days ago

Yes, i forgot, quercetin, which is in the vitamin aisle, is also basically the same
compound.  But they'll probably try to outlaw that too at some point.

liberty2day

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Hard to do, it’s abundant in too many fruits & veggies.
surroundedbyijits

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

Not just any zinc will work.  Zinc oxide is more likely to just pass through your digestive
tract.  Pay a little more for the chelated versions of zinc.

Mark777

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Your body only absorbs 25% of Zinc supplements, unless you take a Zinc ionophore
like quercetin which will boost absorption up to 80%. 

Cincinnatuus

#

#

10 Reply"

6 days ago

Vitaman D3 with K2 and Liposal Vitaman C is just fine thank you..

Toss in .25 DHEA a day and a shot of Apple Cider vinager..I havent struck ill thankfully since
2013 maybe even 2011..

Bill of Rights

#

#

9 Reply"

6 days ago

If they admit that Ivermectin works they will be forced to admit that hydroxychloroquine
works. They killed hundreds of thousands of people because Big Pharma needed a huge
payoff miracle drug and they had to GET TRUMP! Fauci and hordes of other bureacrats
around the world should be in jail. 

No Time for Fishing

#

#
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2 Reply"

6 days ago

They killed millions, not hundreds of thousands. FraudXi should be in prison on death
row.

Hobbit of Hyperinflation

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Those that actually died of covid (6%?) could probably have been saved.   
Xena fobe

#

#

9 Reply"

6 days ago

COVID-19 early treatment: real-time analysis of 706 studies
https://c19early.com/

Ivermectin for COVID-19: real-time meta analysis of 58 studies
https://ivmmeta.com/

Ivermectin in COVID-19
https://covid19criticalcare.com/ivermectin-in-covid-19/

Svendblaaskaeg

#

#
1 Reply"

6 days ago

Yup...that is the “go-to” site. 
scottyji

#

#

9 Reply"

6 days ago

Ivermectin ends the illusion once and for all that it's the 'right' that is causing corporatism
and excessive wealth disparity.

rag_house

#

#

https://c19early.com/
https://ivmmeta.com/
https://covid19criticalcare.com/ivermectin-in-covid-19/
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8 Reply"

6 days ago

I dumped my long-time family doctor over this issue... I asked her about getting a supply of
HCQ and she looked me straight in the eye and told me it does not work for covid and that it
would give me a heart attack... This for a drug that is available without a prescription in 30%
of the world and has been around since 1955... What made this a bit awkward is that she is
a neighbor of mine and we have been friends for 10+ years... The truth is that there is no $$$
in using HCQ or Ivermectin as they are both cheap and widely available, big Pharma doesn't
make anything from it... 

Keyser
#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

I have a friend with lupus who has used it for years. You have to stop on occasion due
to side effects. Like aspirin, it stays in your system for a week or so, that is why it only
takes a few doses to be effective.

BandGap

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

neither do the doctors make anything from it.

i bet if you asked for oxy you would have got just enough to get you addicted

tezza1

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Oh hell yes. I had a friend whose ex husband was hooked on oxy. Walked into
doctors offices got his prescription and was off to the races.

Gentleman Bastard

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

Wtf are you still going on over hcq for when it is proven not to work

trump didnt even take it

ivermectin does work why dont you stick with that

ChildWifeAisha

#

#
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8 Reply"

6 days ago

If Ivermectin or hydroxychloroquine were recognized as effective treatments for Covid 19
then the FDA's Emergency Use Doctrine would be deemed null and void, then there would
no administration of Covid 19 vaccines and Astra Zeneca, Moderna, Pfizer etc would not
make Billions of dollars.
Incidentally the Covid 19 vaccine is not a vaccine it is an experimental nRNA treatment, as is
stated in the documentation of the nRNA treatment.

Straw Dog
#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

Wtf are you lumping ivermectin in with hcq for

hcq never worked for covid that is why trump never took it

ivermectin does work

ChildWifeAisha

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

HCQ actually works very well when the study is not designed to fail as the were.
InfiniteGordian

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

HCQ needs to be paired with 100mg of zinc.  The studies on it were flawed in many
ways.

Basia

#

#

8 Reply"

6 days ago

I'm wondering if ivermectin or hydroxychoroquine are effective against the cold or flu. The
way hydroxychoroquine works, by opening a pathway for zinc into a cell to shut down virus
replication, sounds very general, possibly effective against a wide collection of viruses.
Could that be the real reason the medical industrial complex is so opposed to these
treatments?

Angular Momentum

#

#
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8 Reply"

6 days ago

"The lying Lancet doctors could not be reached for comment."
Handful of Dust

#

#

7 Reply"

6 days ago

The Ivermectin story is proof that this shamdemic was about "removing Orange Man Bad" at
the expense of peoples' lives. They murdered millions to get rid of Trump.

Hobbit of Hyperinflation

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

I am still doubtful that millions died. Everything from government and media is suspect.
PeterLong

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago

Proof, for me was when they waited until just after the election to release the vaccine. 
Proof they cared more about removing Trump than peoples lives.

Obamanation5747

#

#

8 Reply"

6 days ago

It's so clear, people. 

They couldn't force a vaccine on us IF there is a known treatment. 

The cat is out of the bag...

Check Bret Weinstein and Dr. Kory on either the Dark Horse Podcast or recent JRE. 

Three Graces

#

#
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8 Reply"

6 days ago

Ivermectin is a cattle dewormer. Humans with healthy gut biome do not get sick. 1st step to
health is stop eating SUGAR. Refined carbs are also very bad. Start eating clean food like
sauerkraut, kimchi, and apple cider vinegar. Look for foods high in Vitamin C. D ,Zinc and
Omega 3. You will not get sick. 

GoldmanSax
#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

I think sauerkraut will kill all bacteria, viruses and probably the person eating it as well.
It tastes like %^$%#^ 

tezza1

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

The crap sold in the store probably could kill you. I make my own using purple
cabbage. High in vitamin c. 

Illegal

#

#
3 Reply"

6 days ago

My friend...do more research on the web about ivermectin. US Big Pharma made sure
that it would ONLY be used as a veterinary product in the US. 
 

scottyji

#

#

7 Reply"

6 days ago

Physicians today have no clue how to make people well.  They only know how to prescribe
drugs that treat the symptoms of illness.  Statin drugs are a good example.  Physicians
would put us all on statin drugs if they could.

I take ivermectin according to body weight as a preventive.  I also take zinc, Vit. D3, B12, Vit.
C, one low-dose aspirin daily, eat organic while avoiding processed, i.e. poisonous, factory
foods, and exercise regularly.  Its important to stay healthy because those physicians and
hospitals will kill you!

Whydah

#

#
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7 Reply"

6 days ago

I wonder if Matt talks about the actual reason why there is so much pushback against
Ivermectin behind his pay wall? It is not Donald Trump:

If clinical evidence exists that Ivermectin is safe and effective, the jabs would not just be
unneeded, they would be illegal. EUAs would be revoked and big pharma would be out the
development costs because by 2024-2025, which is best case for approval for their shots,
CV19 will have mutated thousands of times. Those mutations will make it less deadly, as
happens with all viruses. 

That is the problem Matt, leave the stupid, inflammatory left-right crap out of this.

pods
#

#

1 1 Reply"

6 days ago

"Those mutations will make it less deadly, as happens with all viruses. "

As happens with all NATURALLY OCCURING viruses. Covid19 was created in a lab,
who knows how it was designed to unfold.

Brushy

#

#
7 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago (Edited)

This is the ultimate virus killer. Unfortunately it also  hurts the pockets of big pharma.

rk256

#

#

7 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

I had wicked lower back pain for almost 40 years and it was getting to be off the charts. I
also had pretty bad carpal tunnel from playing guitar. I used to ice pack my hand and wrist
daily and my back often enough.  I took about four daily doses of ivermectin and my back
pain dropped 90% literally overnight and my carpal tunnel dropped about 98%. I haven't
iced my hand for the last 2 years and play more guitar than ever. Why? I have no idea. 

consider me gone

#

#
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5 Reply"

6 days ago

It also has an anti-inflammatory effect. Lower back and carpal tunnel are both
inflammatory processes.

surroundedbyijits

#

#

7 Reply"

6 days ago

I got my hands on Ivermectin and zpak.  I won't take that biopoison the kid lovers are
pushing so hard on me.  

WorkingClassMan

#

#

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago (Edited)

The controlled substance act is a monopolistic law put in to turn the AMA into rent-seeking
gatekeepers of medicine.

A doctor should be a consultant in a person’s healthcare, not the dictator of it. People
should be free to purchase drugs as they see fit. Why can you practice law for yourself but
not medicine?

Why do people have to pay for a doctor’s visit every six months for maintenance medication
they’ve been on for years and will stay on until they die?

Virgil Krenshaw

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

You hit the nail on the head with this comment.  Something is very wrong with the US
health care system. 

My mom would go to the pharmacy in Mexico.  She always checked the PDR for drug
interactions and contraindications.  Not rocket science.  

Antibiotics were even available in the US if you knew where to go.  Not any more.  

 

Xena fobe

#

#
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6 Reply"

6 days ago

Vitamin C and D3 are concoctions of the evil white male patriarchy. /sarc
Al Capone

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

What about toxic masculinity? 
edotabin

#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago

Yeah,  drug with a proven safety record from decades of use and apparently works very well
against covid that costs less the $4 a prescription sound like a Lefty drug actually. Its low
cost, its safe and effective...that would have been run out of town by the old guard
Republicans as there was not enough profit....yet clearly, it is the left that refuses to
acknowledge a save, cheap and effective drug....

#

12South

#

#
6 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Hopefully Taibbi saw the Joe Rogan podcast with Dr . Cory and Dr, Weinstein. Much
compelling evidence out there in favor of the use of Ivermectin. Early treatment is important
for those at risk for severe illness. So staying home until you can't breathe as has been the
recommendations of the medical community does not work.Hence the lack of trust. Very sad
day for the medical community.

Majorca

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

It's about time the truth is coming out about the medical complex. It's a shame
because our medical system is not all bad but people will go to the other extreme and
not believe anything they say. 

Basia

#

#
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6 Reply"

6 days ago

Its not a question of 'right wing' or 'left wing' .  Drugs that compete with the vaccines
(especially those that  are off patent and widely available) are a threat to profits so that's why
Ivermectin and others are vilified . 

deadcat2
#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

Remember the Hypocritic Oath:  'First, do nothing  unprofitable.' 
Zorch

#

#

6 3 Reply"

6 days ago

Let's see. I'm dying of Covid. Ivermectin or REGEN-COV™?

I think I have to go along with the Bad Orange man on this one.

d_7878

#

#
6 Reply"

6 days ago

I had the CCP flu back in Jan. 2020 and I have the anti-bodies.  However I recently spent
$200 on a variety of drugs which I ordered from an online pharmacy shipping from India
without prescription.  I order HCQ, Ivermectin, Zithromax and 6 different Antiobotics...all in
bulk.  When SHTF, I can use these drugs to barter or I can use them to treat myself or loved
ones in case of infection from a variety of virus and bacteria.

Plus3dB

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Didn't you have to go through an online doctor?
misgivings

#

#
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1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Nope.  Google "india pharmacy" go and find the website that has the initials "ADC"
and order without a prescription.  It takes 14 days to ship and get to you, and its
cheap.  Here is my order below.  I got Ivermectin on Amazon.  Better that soon the
price is increasing.   You can also order the "blue pill" to keep your wife happy at
ADC.   Ive been ordering from these guys for years

Bactrim DS (800 160)mg
Sulphamethoxazole + Trimethoprim90 Tablet/s0190 Tablet/sUS$ 15.50 $15.50

Azee 250mg
Azithromycin30 Tablet/s0130 Tablet/sUS$ 25.50 $25.50

HCQS Or OXCQ 200 mg
Hydroxychloroquine Sulfate30 Tablet/s0130 Tablet/sUS$ 18.00 $18.00

Cipmox (On Sale) 500mg
Amoxicillin (also read as Amoxycillin)

Expiry: September/2021

90 Capsules02180 CapsulesUS$ 15.00 $30.00

Flagyl 400mg
Metronidazole

Doxycycline.

Plus3dB

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Just be aware that some of that stuff can cause birth defects and can cause
fungal infections. Do not take indiscriminately. 

Basia

#

#

1 1 Reply"

6 days ago

colloidal silver is also known to be a pretty much universal anti viral, anti biotic, anti
parasitic

liberty2day

#

#
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6 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

It’s nice, I guess, that Taibbi brings up the topic of Ivermectin. But he pulls so many
punches, he ends up sounding like an apologist for the “vaccine” manufacturers.

surroundedbyijits
#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Throw a few quick jabs to Satan tag your replacement and get out of the ring.

joego1

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

I beg your pardon….could you repeat that in English?
surroundedbyijits

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Lanzar unos golpes rápidos a Satanás etiquetar su reemplazo y salir del ring.

joego1

#

#
2 Reply"

6 days ago

¿Eso es tu concepto de Inglés?
surroundedbyijits

#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago

I always got a kick out of the labels on bottles of vitamins:

"This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease."

I never get shots, never get sick, and always take vitamins. So I have zero use and 2 middle
fingers for an FDA that favors experimental emergency-use gene therapies over actual
preventative health measures.

 

Kanzen Saimin

#

#
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6 Reply"

6 days ago

You gotta hand it to these politicians mass murder in nursing homes, hiding effective
treatments killing more people. And yet people listen to their health advice

subgen
#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

It's a fight between the brainwashed and the Neo's, with big pharma as the lever-pulling
wizard.

Ag KING

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

I seriously can't believe how many brainwashed people actually let a Bill Gates funded
virus fighter vaccine be pumped into their arms when he couldn't control the viruses on
his operating systems?:

https://sumofthyword.com/2021/02/02/pure-from-the-blood-of-all-men/

mobius8curve2

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

I'm going to crawl out on a limb here...but I bet Nancy, Chucky and the rest of those
fossilized Democrats were told by Fauci minions in the medical cabal, to take HCQ/Zinc
prophylactically to protect them from getting sick.  Non of those old farts got Covid-19.  A
few GOP members did however. Hackers....get busy

marieeiram

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Prez of Costa Rica publicly admitted in May 2020 that all the world leaders had been
taking HCQ when Trump started to weigh in on the HCQ controversy. That press
conference clip disappeared very quickly...

Great Reset

#

#

https://sumofthyword.com/2021/02/02/pure-from-the-blood-of-all-men/
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5 Reply"

6 days ago

biggest killer in USA? medical mistakes, over 500,000 per year.
Magnetar007

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

Yep, my mom died because of a medical mistake, last few years of her life where hell! 
The mistake caused a cascade of other health issues. She walked in to the hospital full
of life and spunky for an elective surgery, after months on a respirator, once off... her
quality was cut in half!

marieeiram

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

The fact that Ivermectin has been politicized only proves that the Dems are arm in arm with
big Pharma.

Stinkbug 1

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

DemoRATS are globalists, so of course they are in bed with big pharma.
Hobbit of Hyperinflation

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Get off of the left/right treadmill. The entire, so called, representative government is
corrupt to the core. Federal, state and local.

Who takes credit for Operation Warp Speed? The Democrats?

Wake up. Open your eyes and see that the left/right paradigm is just a diversion and
that voting is only an exercise to make you think you have a say in your government.

C3PO

#

#
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5 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

The agenda is depopulation on a mass scale.  The VAERS evidence is conclusive that the
"Vaxes" (all of them) are more deadly than Covid ever was, and this is short-term reporting.

Who cares if it speeds up recovery?  Ivermectin causes recovery not just in the early stages
of the illness.  Emergency Use of untested so-called "vaccines" can only be given if there are
no treatments available.  Remember the fake study propagandized in the Lancet the media
kept referring to on HCQ?

These promoters of Covid (FAKE) vaccines need to be tried for Crimes Against Humanity.

For the now upwards of 2 billion people who have already taken the "Death Shot" it may
now be too late to ever live a normal life.

Fauci and his bosses should already be in prison for their genocidal agenda.

DancingDragon
#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

If mNRA vaccines were the next best thing, you would be able to prove it with the results
and the people and profits would be pouring in. They would sell themselves.

The fact that you need to bribe and bully people into taking it means you have a bad
product.

12South

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

I live in the South Pacific. I can buy Ivermectin without a prescription. Generally,
prescriptions are optional and seems to be up to the pharmacist. However, it is in very short
supply. A pharmacist called me and quoted an absurd price like USD 30 or 40 for a 4 mg pill!
I did buy a bottle (100) of hydroxychloroquine for a few bucks at another pharmacy. It is
Plaquenil made by Sanofi in France.

flrzero

#

#
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2 7 Reply"

6 days ago

Hydroxychloroquin doesn’t work, never worked just use the ivrrmectin
ChildWifeAisha

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

I’m still amazed at the anti-big pharma people I know who suddenly became big pharma
disciples for the vaccine.

 

DayWear

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

It's not entirely about left or right, tho especially leading up to the election anything Trump
was for, establishment anti-Trumpers were against. It's predominantly about catering to the
powerful influence of the Pharmaceutical companies and refusing any promising treatment
other than the jabs as that challenges it's emergency use status as the only viable treatment.
So there you have it:  The medical profession are not, or no longer about your better health,
or their Hippocratic oath of doing no harm... they're strictly about profits.

spam filter

#

#
4 Reply"

6 days ago

The hippocratic oath no longer contains the phrase,  "do no harm"
SmugdeGrub

#

#
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5 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

While moving, we don't need anecdotes to attest to ivermectin's effectiveness. There are
literally dozens of RCTs that show it. They cherry picked what I believe is 1 of only 3 studies
in existence that don't show a benefit, and that makes me very suspicious about what kind
of study this really was if it immediately gets plastered over the New York Times as proof
positive that Ivermectin is useless. Never forget the fraud they published in the Lancet last
year on hydroxychloroquine.

The way they're dismissing ivermectin is so dishonest, I see corruption as the only plausible
explanation. It's truly disgusting.

Nona Yobiznes
#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

When doctors are threatened with removal of licenses by medical boards you have to ask
who is corrupt? Doctors should form anonymous bodies and critic the medical boards. It
shows you the society you are in when you need lawyers and judges to get life changing
Care in hospital. 

These boards should be collectively charge with murder (25 to life) if the courts are delayed
in making then give life saving treatments. 

In the war of independence lots of writer had hidden names to save from Government
actions. Of course with the modern day you can be tracked every time you post. 

Lets go back to the old bill poster days to get the Info out. Find the old printing
technology  and create chaos   

Obamanism666

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

The one thing missing in this article -- What about the patients right to choose??
JohnMc

#

#
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1 Reply"

6 days ago

I'm going to play devil's advocate and assume that "right to choose" means to choose
among approved treatments, or to refuse one or more or all of those approved
treatments.  Patients do not have the "right" to "choose" to try ANY drug or treatment
they wish (e.g., I want to try radiation therapy for my eczema, or I want to try penicillin
for my depression).

jimbobbrown

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

The tradition has always been that the doctor and the patient agree the treatment - if
either objected, then no treatment.  Few doctors would ever agree to treat eczema
with radiation.

Victor999

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

And the doctor's right to prescribe.  When I was growing up, no one would question a
doctor's right to prescribe a certain treatment as long as the patient was in agreement. 
Big-Pharma-dominated medical organisations were created and grown to prevent that.

Victor999

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

my dad owns a ranch and we have been giving ivermectin to our cattle since I was old
enough to remember.  I know not one cow has ever died from a dose of it. I had no idea that
it could be used in humans until late last year when my doctor mentioned and i began to
take it myself.  Haven't had a sniffle since i started taking it and you can buy a 4 year supply
of 80 dollars. I wonder why they want to censor anything about it? Go to your local farm and
ranch store and buy yourself some.  It sure won't hurt you

texasdon

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

D...
consider me gone

#

#
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1 Reply"

6 days ago

No Rx for the animal stuff most places but that could change. Although the stuff is
apparently very well tolerated, look at the concentration in what you get and adjust
dosage accordingly. Dosage info available all over the web. No need to take more
than necessary to kill the bug. Hint, it doesn’t take much.

surroundedbyijits

#

#
3 Reply"

6 days ago

Because (from https://www.fda.gov/emergency-preparedness-and-response/mcm-
legal-regulatory-and-policy-framework/emergency-use-authorization) the "FDA may
authorize unapproved medical products or unapproved uses of approved medical
products to be used in an emergency to diagnose, treat, or prevent serious or life-
threatening diseases or conditions caused by CBRN threat agents when certain criteria
are met, including there are no adequate, approved, and available alternatives."

i.e., if there are "adequate, approved, and available alternatives" like Ivermectin, the
Emergency Use Authorizations for these untested mRNA vaccines will be withdrawn.

 

 

 

Morcrist

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

Plot the death rates in India, by state.  The one holdout on Ivermectin is having cases go out
of control.  The others have seen cases plunge since implementing ivermectin.  That's
evidence, and it's not anecdotal.

SuperareDolo

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Actually, it is anecdotal: There are well-studied cases where a geographic effect
buggered up an otherwise meaningful study.

That said, it's extremely strong anecdotal evidence particularly because the drop in
deaths followed by a couple of weeks the beginning of wide use of ivermectin. 

Zorch

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

I take anecdotal to mean isolated cases.  "My patient was in rough shape, but
ivermectin fixed him quickly."  This is much more quantitative.  What you're getting
at is that it is not foolproof, and confounding factors can come into play.  Another
viral outbreak in one region, for instance, could affect the outcome of Covid.  But it's
rare for a study to be perfect (including ones used to approve drugs).

SuperareDolo

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

They've banned hydroxychloroquine here in Indonesia.  If ivermectin really turns out to be
effective, they'll most definitely ban it too.  Meanwhile the number of cases are increasing
once more.  

I hope the president will fire the Ministry of Health once more, along with the head of Food &
Drug Supervisory Body (BPOM).  I believe the president genuinely wants to do what's good
for the country, too bad his administration isn't quite on the same page

XJ033858JH

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

A veterinarian may help if you put a knife to his throat...
espirit

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Vets are really rare in Indonesia, at least I can still buy ivermectin from online shops...
XJ033858JH

#

#
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5 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

This is a war against humanity your government is being paid off blackmailed or both.

joego1

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Buy both from India and have them ship it in.
NewNormal2021

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

No need to at this point, because I can still buy ivermectin and malaria drugs
(containing quinine sulfate or chloroquine sulfate, even though HCQ itself is banned)
from hundreds of online shops nearby...

 

XJ033858JH

#

#
Reply"

6 days ago

Glad to see you posting.

I wish the hedge had some sort of national tag for users to let us know where
someone is

NewNormal2021

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

HCQ was announced by President Trump waaaay early on and was attacked for being
Honest Truthful and for looking out for American citizens. The RADICAL Dims, RINO'S and
FAKE NEWS who attacked President Trump DAILY are CRIMINAL...it was estimated
conservatively that at least 85% of the DEAD could have been saved and still ALIVE today if
only the LIAR THIEVES and FOOLS hadn't piped in FALSELY with their everyday Hate and
Venom ... 

1SamIam

#

#
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4 Reply"

6 days ago

That must be quite a dilema for doctors with decent moral values. 

1. Save a life by prescribing a known safe and effective drug but risk being fired,
unemployable, etc. 

2. Obey orders from corrupt management and take a life that could have been saved. 

Only a psychopath could make choice #2.  

Xena fobe
#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Do no harm.
Ckierst1

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

Do nothing that isn't highly profitable.
Karl's Magic Dirt

#

#
1 Reply"

6 days ago

That is not the modus operando anymore...doctors need Teslas...
Great Reset

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Any MD who has his job made choice #2.  Stay away.  
Xena fobe

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

I'd say 95% have swallowed the pablum...
Great Reset

#

#
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4 Reply"

6 days ago

Matt:  Like most subjects you dance around the edges, never condemning your beloved
Liberal Progressive rats.

Most Conservatives are scum too.  Most, not all.  

You gave the Dems a pass after the 2008 debacle.  Hillary was your gal!  You are now.  Do
you really think it is coincidence that over the last 20 years we witnessed Bill Clinton making
bankers immune to prosecution of giving away money to everyone so the could buy houses,
then have those buyer BK'd, absolve every lender, then drive rates into the dirt, have the
likes of Blackrock buy up those homes, then rent them back to the masses at ridiculously
increased rents.

It is like watching old man Potter in action.

WTFU, and quit wasting everyone's time with your "This all is certainly coincidental" tripe.  I
guarantee you there are (2017-2019) emails in NSA's possession with correspondence
between the likes of Pelosi and Fauci titled, "What to do about Ivermectin and EUA"

This is way too convenient to be coincidence.

There are none.  The politics of the USA and corporate America are wholly corrupted and
disgusting.  

realitybiter
#

#
Reply"

6 days ago

End stage capitalism.
Xena fobe

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

And the irony is that, with a 99.7% survival rate, you dont need a vaccination or ivermectin.
Brushy

#

#
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5 Reply"

6 days ago

unless yo are like 80+ where survival rate is 85%

lets not forget covid can leave you with some nasty side effects

so go ivermectin

tezza1

#

#

1 2 Reply"

6 days ago

Its not about survival 

its about debilitatingillness with organ damage

ChildWifeAisha

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

You must be thinking of the vaxx.
StuffyourVAXX

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Prof. Borody a world famous gastroenterologist says that Ivermectin is a real killer of Covid
19 while its very safe to use. From August 2020

https://www.skynews.com.au/details/_6179564747001

supermaxedout

#

#

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Right/Left is all just an excuse to protect bigPharmer profits baby!

Austrianhungry

#

#

https://www.skynews.com.au/details/_6179564747001
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4 Reply"

6 days ago

I'm testing the medical system in California now.  Trying to order these Ivermectin,
Hydroxychloroquine, Azithromycin.

I shall see if the commie doctors in Cali will let me order online with their approval.

I'll write an update if I can once I know.

Wish me luck.

And I don't have the fake covid-19 (aka influenza), I'm just trying to get a supply of meds in
case I need it for whatever.

ENKI0777
#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Don't bother.  Google "india pharmacy" go and find the website that has the initials
"ADC" and order without a prescription.  It takes 14 days to ship and get to you, and its
cheap. 

Plus3dB

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

takes a total time of 3/4/5 weeks to get to you in the US from alldaychemist
NewNormal2021

#

#

1 2 Reply"

6 days ago

better than last year, when I ordered from another place, it took months and
months, because shipping had stopped due to chivid.

liberty2day

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Its getting better I got my last order in 14 days which is not bad, because these
are just for prepping I dont need them now

Plus3dB

#

#
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1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Thanks for letting me know.

Glad things are improving. It hasn't been but probably a month or so since the
last order took around four weeks.

They're in India, but the recent shipments came out of Singapore.

NewNormal2021

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago $ %

There are lots of places you can contact online to get an actual prescription. Check
out americasfrontlinedoctors.org 

surroundedbyijits

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Commie doctors would treat you with ivermectin and hcq..... It is YOUR capitalist
doctors that desire your money and blood

zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

I doubt you are correct in your statement zeropopulationgrowth.

Nice try.

 

ENKI0777

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

If it works then it should be approved for use and perhaps encouraged.  It either works or it
does not.  If it works there is no rational reason to block or hinder it's use. 

Max21c

#

#

&

http://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/
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4 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

USA AMA COVID protocol: you can go home and die or let us ventilate you and die, we are
the experts and it’s our choice how we treat you (you die).

shakypudding
#

#

4 1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Libs are freaking DUMB and GULLIBLE!

Dude on social media said all of the "white supremacists" have been arrested who stormed
the Capitol on Jan 6.

I laid it down for him by mentioning John Sullivan and all I heard after that was CRICKETS!

Same with HCQ and ivermectin. LIBS ARE DUMB AND GULLIBLE!

GoldenRule2.0

#

#

3 2 Reply"

6 days ago

dumb does not begin to describe their hyperdimensional psychoses.
liberty2day

#

#

9 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

TDS is real, no joking its real.

russellthetreeman

#

#

2 3 Reply"

6 days ago

they start freaking and drooling if you even bring the name Trump up.  what
mental case does such things?  and they think they are to be taken seriously?

 

and all because some owner of theirs told them to SIC themselves on the world
at the mere mention of the word 'Trump'., To this day, they still haven't a flipping
idea WHY they are supposed to hate the man.

liberty2day

#

#
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5 Reply"

6 days ago

Kamala Harris: 

"I would NEVER take the Trump vaccine". 

Takes the Trump vaccine 6 weeks later.

Lance Boyle

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

They have known ivr works all along. Why have none of them died in their
pandamic? because they have been taking ivr since they released cv19 

tezza1

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Basically the globalists can get the left to take whatever position they want by convincing
them that the opposite position is "rightwing" or "racist" or "russian"

pandaexpress

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

The regulations specify that if there are therapeutics that are effective in fighting the virus
then mandating a vaccine is illegal.  What part of that don't you get??

Chaos

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

They are willing to kill as many people as they have to.How dare anybody get in the way of
profit.The almighty dollar is America's god.

Birdbob

#

#

http://to.how/
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3 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

https://c19ivermectin.com/

https://c19early.com/

there are an abundance of studies, and nations that testify to the effectiveness of Ivermectin
and other drugs.

 

marine2026
#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Just look at India. Once they adopted its use, deaths have fallen dramatically...yet the
vaunted delta plus strain is going to ill us all in the West!

Great Reset

#

#
2 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

That is the sort of trial I routinely conducted on manufacturing processes:  control
(untreated) -treat-un-treat-treat.  In the case of India there is no doubt that
ivermectin worked and in the states where ivermectin treatment was stopped the
cases did indeed have a resurgence.  Mexico started using ivermectin in December
and cases plummeted.  

Lead Engineer

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

Look at the death rates in Peru, where Ivermectin was used in the outlying areas
around Lima, and then a few weeks later within Lima.  The death rates fell in
direct relation to where they used Ivermectin.   NIH and CDC are murderers.

akcita

#

#

https://c19ivermectin.com/
https://c19early.com/
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3 Reply"

6 days ago

Bottom line for why Ivermectin has been supressed as treatment:

There is no money in re-purposing old off patent drugs.

It works and is cheap. But many designer drugs have no illness to cure and cost more ie:
Remdesevir

Great Reset
#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

....you forget that Federal Law states that if there is a viable treatment, Emergency Use
Authorization for a Dangerous Vaccine is unlawful...
This aligns with your comment, but sharpens the point of it.
 

akcita

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

Ivermectin: Can a Drug Be "Right-Wing"?

Why not?  The Left burned down cities in the name of their Patron Saint of Fentanyl.

Atam Gits

#

#
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3 Reply"

6 days ago

The medical industrial complex, military industrial complex, social media, Google and their
enablers in .gov have no one to blame but themselves for the increasing lack of trust.
Hopefully more and more people will drop the benevolent government theory, begin to
understand that our medical system is predicted on sick care and turn their backs on the
entire system. 

Unfortunately my confidence in my fellow citizens is compromised by, basically, everything I
see around me. The dumbing down of western society seems full and complete.

C3PO

Should people on their deathbeds be allowed to try anything to save
themselves? That seems like an easy question to answer. Should
the entire world be allowed to practice self-care on a grand scale?
That’s a different issue. Some would say absolutely not, while others
would say the corruption of pharmaceutical companies and the
medical system unfortunately make it a necessity. The world is
increasingly divided along this trust/untrust axis.

#

#
3 Reply"

6 days ago

Ivermectin has been handed out like candy all over the world since it was brought to
market in the late 80's early 90's to treat tropical ring worms and other parasites. The
side effects are virtually non-existent, and there have been no deaths related to this
medication that I have been able to find. It is as safe as a daily dose of aspirin. 

usedtotruck

#

#
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1 Reply"

5 days ago

My wake up call was when a doctor scheduled my diabetic husband for dialysis--while
his kidney function indicators were perfectly normal. The hospital had invested quite a
bit of money in dialysis machines (many do this where I live) and received big subsidies
for their use. They would not prescribe insulin to help him control his blood sugar. They
say they don't trust patients to take it properly. My husband finally went outside the
system to get a doctor (who has since fled the country) who would teach him to use
insulin and get him a prescription. When we moved, he had to find another doctor to
continue the prescription, and the first gave him an incredible run-around. It's bad in
the States, but even worse in some other countries. Real sick-care bleed-em-dry
rackets.

Tinfoil_Hatter

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

The Big Pharma-Hospital complex is refusing to prescribe Ivermectin because it's a generic
drug that isn't profitable.

Karl's Magic Dirt

#

#
3 Reply"

6 days ago

I use Fenbendalzole. It's another type of anti-parasitic.  I used it as a prophylactic, during the
winter.  I used the liquid form, for goats, as this is a more pure form.  I also has been used by
cancer patients, to excellent results.  I buy mine from amazon for about $25.

Earlee-Bird

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Better to take the equine version.  The goat one has lots of excipients that are not
healthy for humans. 

https://www.amazon.com/Ivermectin-Paste-Horse-Wormer-
grams/dp/B00II3L6JK/ref=sr_1_9?
dchild=1&keywords=ivermectin&qid=1624804923&sr=8-9

Check YouTube for human dosing. 

Basia

#

#

https://www.amazon.com/Ivermectin-Paste-Horse-Wormer-grams/dp/B00II3L6JK/ref=sr_1_9?dchild=1&keywords=ivermectin&qid=1624804923&sr=8-9
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3 Reply"

6 days ago

Paging Mark Zuckerberg and Bill Gates to the gas chamber.
Gentleman Bastard

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

This story is proof that the medical system in this country has no interest in curing illness
rather they seek to keep you on drugs and entirely reliant on them, sucking every last cent
out of you before tossing you on the trash heap.

 

Gentleman Bastard

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

have enough ivermectin now to protect my wife and I for the next 5 years or more.
InfiniteGordian

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Drugs expire and are less effective over time. 
Basia

#

#
Reply"

6 days ago

from studies i have read few actually do
tezza1

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

According to Dr. John Campbell on YT it costs just £2.90 to produce 100 tablets and it is
now generic so anyone can make it without a license. In fact it is very easy to make even in
third world countries

tezza1

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

The shipping charge was equal to the pill cost.
Illegal

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago

Dr john campbell is legend
ChildWifeAisha

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

There must be some unwritten law in government and health care that if something is cheap
it can’t be used.

DayWear

#

#

6 days ago

Advice from a system administrator.

 

A system administrator is a person who is responsible for the upkeep, configuration, and
reliable operation of computer systems. 

 

You are the system administrator of your body, which was configured for reliable operation
by means of all the systems that function therein. It comes with an operating system,
programmed to operate according to specific code that regulates all of its systems. It is your
responsibility to make sure that it does not get hacked. You must not give administrative
access to anyone.

 

God is the designer and programmer of your body. It is the sustaining system or substratum
of your existence. If it is damaged in whole or in part through DNA hacking your life will be
dramatically affected or terminated. 

 

Your body has an immune system just like a computer has a firewall to protect it. If you give
anyone administrative rights to your operating system you are at the mercy of that individual.
Once you give them access they can penetrate the firewall and access your operating
system, change the program code and wreak havoc and destruction.

Hippie
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3 Reply"

 

Many people are being fooled into thinking that their system is defective, that there is
something wrong with the design and that the program code needs to be edited to correct a
flaw. They believe the original designer and programmer made an error. But this is a grave
misconception. 

 

Once people believe this lie and grant administrative rights to the designers of this mRNA
code they are destined to suffer bitter consequences. They fail to understand that trusting in
man is folly and that God is not mocked. Whatsoever a man sows he will reap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

I have doubts I can get a prescription for ivermectin should I come down with this
coronavirus.  Frankly I have poor heath and some of the side effects of the vaccines could
really be too much for me.  Fortunately...

Mr Ed came ambling up my driveway and told me, "Wilbur, I know you're worried where you
can obtain ivermectin.  I get regular doses every few months from the feed store and
reputable online supply stores for its anti-parasitic properties.  You're pondering its anti-
inflammatory properties.  Well, if you get sick I'll share some of my ivermectin with you.  But
you can't take the full dose, that's too big for you.  And remember that you must not take it
too frequently either, it's powerful stuff.

Mark777

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

6 days ago

Save yourself a lot of trouble and expense - buy direct from India.  Cheaper and safer
than Mr Ed's, bless his heart.

Victor999

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Deffo not cheaper from India than Mr Eds

I am not sure safer either. Lots of fake meds from India so if the fake meds dont get
you then cv19 may. I think I would prefer Mr Eds at least you know youre getting the
real deal

tezza1

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

I have news for you - Mr Ed's meds were most likely manufactured on India. 
Believe it or not, they have pharmaceutical standards as well.

Victor999

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Exactly you proved my point Mr Eds will be produced to a high standard in
India and shipped to Western companies to sell. They wont sell any old crap.
Whereas you go buying human meds from India you could get counterfeit
meds. The drugs are so cheap they need to improve their profit margin. It is
probably easier for suppliers to get counterfeit meds than the real deal.

tezza1

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

An announcement regarding the eventual triumph over the lockdown and vexxing sham that
has been perpetrated on the world:

Tonight both tea tree and clary sage aromatherapy oils were wiped onto 10 Heartfelt
Energizers, which employ the same principles as Rotating Orgonite.

Tea tree is known for fighting infections. It also fights fungus.

Clary sage has a property that improves IQ and can lower blood pressure. It is also
beneficial for depression which could be a common stressor right now. 

The hope is that the EMF generating Energizers will promote the essence, or signatures, of
the oils and send them far and wide thereby benefitting a lot of people. I hope you find that
it helps you.

Kelley
#

#

7 Reply"

6 days ago

Cuckoo!  Cuckoo!
jimbobbrown

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

If the patient can swallow and take oral medications, there’s no need for a prescription. Just
go to any tractor supply, or farm and fleet type of store and get some off the shelf. It’s in the
horse/cattle deworming area. It tastes like shit, but if it might save your life, I don’t think
people will mind too much.

Now if the patient can’t eat and needs it IV, you’ll need a scrip. My suggestion would be to
not wait until you are that bad off. In fact, why even wait until you are sick at all? Just go buy
some today, it’s dirt cheap. 

30piecesofsilver

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

Yeah, and do it quick, because they’re probably already working to strangle that source
of supply.

surroundedbyijits

#

#
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3 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Wrong.  The ivermectin in horse treatment is too high a dose and the other ingredients
are not necessarily safe for human consumption.  You are playing Russian roulette if
you take horse medication.

 

Best to buy it direct from india where most of it is made anyway.

Victor999

#

#
Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

You can google the other ingredients. I did with the one I bought and they are all
safe. As for high dosage what are you talking about? the horse one is the same
strength and dosage is based on body weight

As for indian meds too many fakes if the med doesnt kill you covid may. How long
will that take to arrive in an emergency.

If you look at

https://www.poison.org/articles/ivermectin-your-dogs-heartworm-medicine-173

you will see people who thought they were poisoned with ivr turned out to have no
adverse effects. Even a guy taking large doses of horse ivr for months

tezza1

#

#

https://www.poison.org/articles/ivermectin-your-dogs-heartworm-medicine-173
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Reply"

6 days ago

You have no guarantees that the horse meds are safe for human consumption. 
They might be, but you are still taking a chance as they are not manufactured for
human consumption.

 

As for india, I am certain there are many crooks selling bad meds from India, as
there are also crooks selling bad meds all over the internet.  But the fact is that
India is the world's pharmacy with most of the out-of-patent drugs, like
ivermectin, being produced there (probably Mr Ed's as well).  You can find
legitimate sellers and producers of HCQ and Ivermectin in India if you do enough
research - producers and sellers who sell across the globe.

Victor999

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

My enlightened doctor has a display of an empty box of horse ivermectin on
his desk and doesn't say a word about it.  It is meant as a clue if you cannot
afford his prescriptions.  Dosing will be up to the individual patient based on
weight.  see some you tube videos. 

Basia

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

It comes down to big bucks, politicians, billionaires, control freaks, corrupt medicine, the
unthinking populace, and big government vs. science, freedom, public health, and the
thinking population.

Stuck on Zero

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

Just a very small part of the complete politicization of the COVID scamdemic.
hanekhw

#

#
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3 2 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

I think what attracts the ambitious to marxism is the idea that one day they may be able to
lord over others, to decide others' fates.

 

normal people do normal things, work, maybe have a small business, raise a family, worship
the Creator, be good to others, following the word.

 

those who sacrifice on behalf of their love of money and power, they tend to stick together,
to some nebulous plot that one day their godless existence might be justified when they can
be predator to what they think of (the less blindly ambitious) as rubes.

liberty2day
#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

I think collectivists come in two forms: those who simply want to dominate others and
those who like the idea of a collective. I have a friend who took the vaccine simply
because she "didn't want to go against the herd".

misgivings

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

goddammit 

So Now we have Political biased "Medication"......  

 

we're sooo     f.u.c.k.e.d. 

BitchesBetterRecognize

#

#
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3 1 Reply"

6 days ago

is Aspirin right wing?

is Vitamin C?

 

this does not even  begin to compute.

liberty2day
#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

This is what happens when the Derp State pays about half the country from the printing
press.

There is no "convincing" people when their livelihood, income, titles, welfare
payments, occupational licenses, and grants require them to not be "convinced" 

ThaBigPerm

#

#

3 1 Reply"

6 days ago

Ivermectin can be right wing, and the vaccine can be left wing. Works for me.
spiff

#

#
1 3 Reply"

6 days ago

no kidding.  STICK THEM with the evil plot.
liberty2day

#

#
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3 2 Reply"

6 days ago

People do not get it.  The marxist left is going for the entire enchilada now.

in a few short years half the world will be dead and the rest cornered and thrown into
massive pits.

 

the left hates you and me with a burning passion.  our health and lives mean less than
nothing to them.  And they TOOK OVER EVERYTHING as humanity slept.

liberty2day
#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

When the “left takes over” should be in past tense. I wouldn’t worry myself too much.
 Sooner or later they’ll have things so effed up that the power grids will go down and
mostly stay down. When that happens, the nearly 500 active and
decomissioning nuclear power plants -mostly in the Northern Hemisphere- will not be
able to maintain their cooling systems in operation. The spent fuel pools and reactor
cores will overheat and blow-up/melt down a la Fukushima. An extinction level event
for the naked ape.

surroundedbyijits

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

Populism is not a medical position.  It is not even a political position.  It is mostly an insult
these days, meaning anyone who might question a globalist, elitist presumption to rule by
dictate.  IOW, populism = democracy.

HCQ may be nothing without zinc, and the zinc may be more accessible via quercetin or
even EGCG - onions and green tea.  And it may be very effective.

Ivermectin seems more promising as both prophylactic and early treatment.  A modest trial
of its prophylactic properties, with frequent tests of both healthy and ill subjects, would
answer a lot of questions, at 1/10 the cost of the vaccine trials.

For social media to get all worked up and consider it #fakenews is beyond deplorable, it's
just so moronic one shouldn't even get worked up about it.

I Write Code

#

#
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3 Reply"

6 days ago

When are the drug company's going to hold liability for the vaccines?
1Y4NixfGQ4MbMO4f

#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago

They're not.

Totally indemnified.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

There are studies now that prove it works. They are trying to kill us, off with their heads.

joego1

#

#
3 Reply"

6 days ago

The science cannot abide any form of medication, therapy, or treatment that does not
involve masks, vaccines, lockdowns, or ventilation. IN SHORT: if there is some sort of
method which does not explicitly require the regime (public and private) to in some way
administer it or control your movements then the science will not abide. Science, if it is
allowed to study this medication, could very well prove that such a medication is effective,
cheap, and worth whatever concomitant risks it would inevitably pose (trade offs, not
solutions). But the science is determined to hoard wealth and power over the population
and thus the science will ensure that such and such a drug is indeed verboten.

GlockenSpielPickleFund

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

If Donald Trump tweeted "Good Morning!" one morning, the evening edition of the New York
Times would have a cover story titled "Trump Falsely Declares Morning 'Good'!"

Of course a drug can be right-wing. What a stupid question.

chalkoutline1984

#

#
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3 Reply"

6 days ago

Keeping 'left populists' and 'right populists' divided is one of the highest priorities of the
globalist scum that hate and fear both.

Jim in MN
#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

THIS is how much Hospital Administrators and bureaucracies want to kill especially the old. 
Anyone who reads this and still believes mainstream media, the medical industrial complex
and probably your "elected" political rep has your Best Interests as opposed to the interests
of Klaus Schwab is fully programmed to self destruct.

MoralsAreEssential

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

The biggest perversion is that they are making children take the jab now...and idiot parents
are letting them. Insane. Basically zero chance of Covid death in children due to how their
immune system works when young.

Great Reset

#

#
3 Reply"

6 days ago

The children getting jabbed now have heart problems.  Over a few years time, they will
be even sicklier and due sooner tha ungene-edited peers.  BTW, the MMR jab given to
babies does casuse autism.

MoralsAreEssential

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

It took him 20+ paragraphs, but Taibbi manage to work his mandatory shot at Trump in
there.

Joe Davola

#

#
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2 Reply"

6 days ago

I support the lefts use of vaccines and the rights use of ivermectin for obvious reasons. Let's
make this as politcal as possible.

Captive
#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Good one!

Lead Engineer

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

My police scanner right now, two joggers fighting and one of them said he is going in the
house to get a gun.  It must suck to be a cop and put up with crap like this and have the
Democrats try to crucify you.

WhiteCulture

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Maybe you have to pay for the entire article too find out that a peer-reviewed meta study
was published this month that shows IVM is an effective treatment for Covid. Maybe Taibbi
missed that study because he is still in the 'no one really knows for sure if it works mode'.
I'm not paying to find out what I already know.

Demologos

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

If they are trying to suppress Conservative news then you know there is truth in it. 
 

 

The Carbonator

#

#
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2 Reply"

6 days ago

There are already more than 60 scientific studies proving Ivermectin more than 70%
effective against corona:
https://ivmmeta.com/

TruthBliss
#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

No need for a prescription. Available at Tractor Supply for $5-9 a tube. Used for horses.
Dose based on body weight, unless you are the size of a horse. Even comes in apple flavor.

https://www.tractorsupply.com/tsc/product/durvet-ivermectin-paste-187-608-g

 

BandGap

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

UK-based Meta Analysis Peer Reviewed & Published Suggests Ivermectin A Key Public
Health Weapon in the War Against COVID-19 https://trialsitenews.com/uk-based-meta-
analysis-peer-reviewed-published-suggests-ivermectin-a-key-public-health-weapon-in-the-
war-against-covid-19/

Illegal

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

In a free country, no one has to beg anyone else for a drug: if you want it, you purchase it
and use it.  But America, its upcoming 4th of July celebration notwithstanding, is not a free
country: the government micromanages EVERYTHING and thinks we should be happy with
that.

If we want our free country back, we have to be willing to use force to get it.

JdL

#

#

https://ivmmeta.com/
https://www.tractorsupply.com/tsc/product/durvet-ivermectin-paste-187-608-g
https://trialsitenews.com/uk-based-meta-analysis-peer-reviewed-published-suggests-ivermectin-a-key-public-health-weapon-in-the-war-against-covid-19/
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Reply"

6 days ago

We have to sacrifice something.  Even attending local party meetings.  I would say
attend city council meetings but most are too corrupt to bother.  

Xena fobe

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

An immigrant friend got it right, the only freedom Americans have is to be proud of
being LGBTQ.  

Anything else is forbidden.  

Xena fobe

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

For something like 10-20% of medication prescribed under the NHS, the patient gets to
decide what they want, and can suggest their own options. For covid that has changed.
Now you take the drugs you're given and don't complain!

yojimbo

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Dandelion leaf extract blocks Spike Protein attachment [1].
President Trump proposes HCQ Zythromycin Zinc [2]
I myself take ivermectin and pine needle oil.
Please see also [Path]
[1] https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.03.19.435959v1.full (reference first found
on SteveQuayle.com).
[2] https://rumble.com/vh8ypj-president-trump-i-take-hydroxychloroquine.html at 1:11
[Path] https://www.brighteon.com/a2f87e73-c82b-47e5-8506-960e181b3a45

0h

#

#

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.03.19.435959v1.full
http://stevequayle.com/
https://rumble.com/vh8ypj-president-trump-i-take-hydroxychloroquine.html
https://www.brighteon.com/a2f87e73-c82b-47e5-8506-960e181b3a45
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2 Reply"

6 days ago

All of you who voice support for this medicine, are critical of the "medical profession" to do
what is right (pump you with annual vaccine upgrades) and criticize government will be duly
noted by the NSA and your credit score will be severely downgraded when the reset takes
place. Enjoy what you have because we will take it all away soon.

signed:  Joey, the sock puppet

 

SoDamnMad
#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

They are going to take it away soon anyway - and you will love it!
Victor999

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Taibbi is late to the show but better late than never.  
dondonsurvelo

#

#
2 Reply"

6 days ago

Let the insane lefties do without. The more of them die now the smaller will be the pile of
bodies they create. Keep lefties jumping off cliffs! Makes life better!

Detective Miller

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Matt Taibbi is usually better than this!
NewNormal2021

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

The cabal's plans are starting to fall apart continue the attack .

joego1

#

#
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1 Reply"

6 days ago

What makes you think so? I see no evidence of that.
misgivings

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

They want a civil war, so china can come in and keep the peace, while taking south,
central and n. america over. The globalists have trillions invested from all races and
religions.

zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Look save a bundle on heartworm meds for your doggie (ivermectin)

https://www.lcsupply.com/products/ivermectin-injectable-50-ml-vial

http://www.thedogplace.org/PARASITES/ivermectin-wormer.asp

joego1

#

#

2 1 Reply"

6 days ago

Progressives are happy to see as many people sacrificed as necessary to push their fantasy
ideology, they just don't give a shyyyt about people its all about POWER. Last century the
ayssholes murdered over a hundred million people pushing their insanity and they'll do the
same in the future. 

yerfej

#

#

https://www.lcsupply.com/products/ivermectin-injectable-50-ml-vial
http://www.thedogplace.org/PARASITES/ivermectin-wormer.asp
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2 2 Reply"

6 days ago

the "right wing"

that is commie talk.  left socialist tyranny vs right socialist tyranny.

 

in reality, 70% of the country is reasonable common sense moderates leaning toward
conservatism, seeking less government and more freedoms and rights.

liberty2day
#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

So far, wine with a strong dose of sulfites has worked for me...
espirit

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Of course it works! Only fools and deep state tools  will argue differently. . F. Them. I’m a
time of tyranny to tell the truth is treason! Stay alert and stay alive!

FO64836

#

#
2 Reply"

6 days ago

Merck stands to gain far more financially from its other CCP virus vaccine/etc meds vs
ivermectin. Recommending against its use is an easy financial decision on their part.

stinkypinky

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Clown world.  Total Fing clown world.  If that was my loved one suffering and the bastidges
were using lawyers to stop treatment......Let's just say, I would be in jail.

WuhanJohnny

#

#
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2 Reply"

6 days ago

Why the heck is a dewormer working, what are we not being told?
1Y4NixfGQ4MbMO4f

#

#

8 Reply"

6 days ago

Perhaps the vector of infection is not what we are being told...
espirit

#

#

2 1 Reply"

6 days agoNoktirnal

Ivermectin has several methods of action, and therefore is
probably effective against variants.

-Bret Weinstein 

#

#
7 2 Reply"

6 days ago

At the base case, what we are calling viruses may in fact be parasites. Ebola is most
definitely a parasite, regardless of what the asshat experts claim. It even looks like a
worm under a microscope.

adr

#

#

5 1 Reply"

6 days ago

Viruses are 100% parasitic.

more so than living parasites.

Noktirnal

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

Maybe that's why leftist politicians oppose it. It's dangerous to them and their
parasitical constituency.

tenpanhandle

#

#
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6 days ago

Politicians feel affinity for other parasites? 

Just a theory ...

Zorch

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

It's an anti-parasitic. A virus is just a cellular parasite.
flyonmywall

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Very much true...
espirit

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Interferes with the replication process.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#
1 Reply"

6 days ago

According to Dr. Pierre Kory, they've known for a long time it had anti-viral properties.
misgivings

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Ivermectin is a multipurpose drug. 
Basia

#

#
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2 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

1. It cures most of infected cases

2. It does not cure any infected case

---------------------------

Which of these two answers is based upon political science.

Answer: None.

first answer based on medical science.

√

Spitzenhammer
#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Can Mathematics be Racist?
Schlub

#

#

1 Reply"

5 days ago (Edited)

There are 60 different studies over about 18,000 patients that show Ivermectin is an effective
EARLY treatment and prophylaxis for COVID.

https://c19ivermectin.com/

Ask yourself, why the medical bureaucracy and big Pharma don't want you to have an easily
obtained, cheap alternative to their untested, expensive vaccine...the answer is self-evident. 

akcita

#

#

https://c19ivermectin.com/
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1 Reply"

6 days ago

It's a complete lie that there is no proof that Ivermectin is effective against Covid. Not only
that, but it's clear that the hospitals referenced were working against the best interests of
the patient. I don't know what is going on but it's clear that the hospital wanted these
patients to die, why? Who threatened them? Who has that kind of power and why would the
administrators go along with that?

https://ivmmeta.com/

chubbar
#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Taibbi is really going to great lengths to cover his ass here. He's afraid of the same forces as
are the hospitals

By the way, any of my physicians can prescribe anything they want for me (so long as it's
not any of the long list of effective covid drugs) without my hospital even noticing. So what's
really going on here. I thought Taibbi was going down that path, but he didn't follow it. In
addition, "double blind" is nice but it's not everything. Most of human knowledge has been
achieved without it.

Sils Baselgia

#

#
Reply"

6 days ago

Can't blame him. Who wants to destroy their careers in this society of moral apathy?
Great Reset

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

So, what do you trust more than the government?

The ads on Pornhub telling me girls within three miles of my location want to hook up.

Feel free to add your own.

RedSeaPedestrian

#

#

https://ivmmeta.com/
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Reply"

5 days ago

"We're in this together."
Tinfoil_Hatter

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

I took about 1/6th of the horse paste tube (whole tube is for 1250 pound horse).

I'm not dead yet :)

 

 

ronin12

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

And you wont be. Dose at 0.2-0.3mg per kg of weight.
Great Reset

#

#
1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

I know of folks that took the so called "vaccine", now they are having major medical issues.
Ivermectin is said to be helping in those cases too... Same issue, no one will prescribe, even
though it has been shown effective in treating against the vaccine. 

usedtotruck

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

A better question is are Ferguson and Fauci paid-off bureaucratic shills for Big Pharma and
the world DS?

DancingDragon

#

#
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3 Reply"

6 days ago

Fauci paid off? Hell he is one of the ring leaders! He has been since his hey day in the
HIV/AIDS days, he belongs in prison for what he did back then. The man is a criminal
and left wing activist, books have been written on the man, and not one is flattering.
Yet he is still allowed to hold court. 

usedtotruck

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Look into who's foundation funded Ferguson. Who's foundation is the biggest donor of
money to the WHO.

Great Reset

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

If Ivermectin works for covid, it will work for other viruses and infectious diseases.  It could
extend the life of the elderly that succumb due to weakened immune systems.  

That would be intolerable to eugenicists.

Xena fobe

#

#
Reply"

6 days ago

By medical definition:  A Pandemic exists only in the absence of viable treatments,
which explains why Fauci denied all treatments to Americans.

RiverRoad

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Send all libtards to Mars! It will solve the climate issue! Out of sigh out of mind...
RattieNomNom

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

I encourage liberals who are worried about climate control to kill themselves. Honestly,
you care about the planet so much remove your carbon producing self.

Gentleman Bastard

#

#
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1 Reply"

6 days ago

The medical profession has become utterly politicized and thus not believable in a lot of
instances.  There may be a silver lining in this though as the blind trust previously placed in
the words of a doctor was ridiculous, as if the white coat provided some type of mystical
quality.

Lt. Shicekopf
#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Good point.  The blind trust is actually mental laziness.  Doing a bit of research is so
easy now that there is no excuse not to.  

Xena fobe

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

An interesting example was in one trial they gave 12mg day one, then 1mg/day for 28 days.

Zero health workers got the virus.

I prefer that example and will go for 0.2mcg/Kg day one and three, then 1mg/day thereafter.

Studies also show that Ivermectin has a much higher uptake when taken with food.

InfiniteGordian

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

I heard that you are supposed to take ivermectin on an empty stomach.  You take
hydroxychloroquine/zinc with food since it is hard on the stomach. 

Basia

#

#
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1 Reply"

6 days ago

There have now been all types of studies of Ivermectin.

99.9% of the many trials/studies of all types, including a double blind placebo trial, show
that Ivermectin has very significant effect on protection and recovery.

Yeh - meta analyis of 47 studies show it was just coincidence that they all show significant
improvements and protection with Ivermectin.

 

InfiniteGordian
#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

They're allowed to die in a hospital setting with inadequate treatment while accruing a high
debt.  Their other choice is to take the vaccine which will liquidate them over time.

What do you call a few thousand hospital administrators, Anthony Fauci, and complicit
doctors chained together at the ocean's bottom?  A good start.

ThomasEdmonds

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Myself and my family have all had covid. 4 people.  I cured all 4 of us using ivermectin, we
did not even go to the doctor. Ivermectin works. This was in January 2021. I live in the " third
world ".  Ivermectin is recognized by many as useful and is readily available at the pharmacy
in formulations for human consumption. The cost for curing all 4 of us was around $8. This
last detail, the low cost and zero profits for big pharma, is the reason ivermectin use will face
a huge uphill struggle to be approved. 

deadredfedheadstraightahead

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

The west is no longer the premier destination for people seeking freedom.  
Xena fobe

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

They don't want freedom so much as a stimulus check.  Generally, I'm referring
to our southern border neighbors.

ThomasEdmonds

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

The question that needs to be asked is what other pharmaceutical treatments are being
withheld from the masses?

tezza1

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

John W. Campbell, the editor of Analog magazine, wrote way back in the 1960's that we
should have "legalized quacks". When modern medicine has failed - and it failed a lot in the
60's - he felt you should have the right to seek out alternative treatments. As he wrote, if
you're going to die anyway, why not let you try every possible remedy?

FrankDrakman

#

#
1 Reply"

6 days ago

That's because it will inspire an entire industry of quacks who are happy to take all of
your money in exchange for empty promises. One might argue the current medical
industry isn't that much better, but at least there is some kind of control on what can be
peddled to the general public.

hansg

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

It's my understanding that it doesn't matter which wing they jab with Ivermectin. You can get
it in the tuckus if you want, but it comes as a pill as well. /h

10mg per 75lbs, twice, (48 hours apart), once a month. Good to go, (but see your doctor!).

Er..., or so I hear! :-)))

Theosebes Goodfellow

#

#
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1 Reply"

6 days ago

for libtards everything is right-wing!
RattieNomNom

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

If Che Guevara was around today he would be chased out of the Marxist party for
being White male, rider of Motorcycles and heterosexual and loving cigars. Che was
from a rich family so had lots of white privilege.

Ask the next Socialist you see if they except  members that are Rich, white, cigar
smoking, motorcycling, Heterosexual  who has a passion for beards? if they say No
show them a picture of Che

Obamanism666

#

#

1 3 Reply"

6 days ago

Taibbi’s a fool. Read the damned literature.

 

White Domestic Tourist

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

If Ivermectin has been suppressed causing death (and it has), then lawyers best be put to
work in sending the suppressors to prison.

 

Why is this taking so long?

Doc-Com

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Just to really piss them off. Check out fenbendazole for cancer. $5.00 a dose. 
NoPension

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago

Sometimes febendazole works alone for cancer, sometimes it needs to be paired with
a few other meds.  Investigate a program called Care Oncology.  They have developed
a protocol using off label meds.  It is meant to interfere with cancer pathways.You can
use it instead of chemo, or pair it with chemo.    https://careoncology.com. Much
cheaper and safer than chemo.  Like anything though, cancer treatment is a
crapshoot. 

Basia

#

#

1 3 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

So much wrong, so many faulty presumptions, so much evil, I have all but given up trying to
bother.

 

when did truth fact and reality become politicized?  either a medicine works or it does not. 
Even if it does not, only nazi leftists want to prevent people from self medicating.

 

left is so hellbent on destroying humans who are not them, that they are now pulling all the
stops demanding everyone obey and deprive humanity of basic medications.  WOW, and
they call others nazis.

 

I give up, truly, nothing can be saved.  ONLY back to the caves is safe anymore.  evil has
won.

 

the LEFT DID IT, the LEFT ENDED HUMANITY.  and Taibbi was forever a willing handmaiden

liberty2day

#

#

1 2 Reply"

6 days ago

and TRUMP WON.  when do the trials start?
liberty2day

#

#

http://pathways.you/
https://careoncology.com/
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2 1 Reply"

6 days ago

With respect, I don't believe Matt has meant what you think he has. 

I respect him, Greenwald, and Blumenthal as much as any right-leaning journalist that I
might disagree with on certain things. We might be somewhat blind, but we all (or at
least the truth seekers) are trying to figure out what an elephant is with just our hands.

I understand your despair, but you give up too easily. Get a grip and grow a pair. Things
are far from over.

Kanzen Saimin

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

fair enough.  but Taibbi set off something in me merely by the concept of him tying
effective medication to partisan politics.

liberty2day

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Fauci's Fraud Scam-demic.

Fauci's Patented HIV Components

Fauci's Funded+Outsourced Gain of Function.

SARS2-COV were leaked/stolen/released from Ft. Dietrich.

2nd, Targeted Global Release in CHN and IRN.

CHNese Researcher who filed a Patent for a SARS2-COV Vaxx died.

All Rx and Plasma were talked down/silenced for Western VaxxMakers - several used
FAUCI's Patented Components.

Fauci's Scam-demic, with VaxxMaker/DNC Partnerships.

IronForge

#

#
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1 Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago (Edited)

"Short of the gold standard of randomized controlled trials, there’s no proof."

Not true. Anecdotal evidence is still evidence. 

 

ronin12
#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

And why isn't that argument used against the vaccines???
misgivings

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Its simple... shut up, dont ask questions, and take the v@xxx. 
Doofeydorf

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Keep getting you're  Vaccine party of Retards, never mind..
Bill of Rights

#

#
1 Reply"

6 days ago

Oh YES a drug can!   COCAINE... few Blue voters can afford it!  I can!
motoXdude

#

#

Reply"

4 days ago (Edited)

As a physician, my medical group would sanction me if I used ivermectin on my Covid
patients. However…..if I tell a patient that their symptoms may be due to pinworms (wink,
wink), and I document that they think they saw them in some stool, then I can add pinworms
as one of their diagnoses and prescribe it. You can also get it at veterinarian supply stores
for treating your horses. 

docsabre

#

#
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Reply"

5 days ago

.
fishboy7779

#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

The question not told is how Ivermectin  works..  Does it work on viral infected cells?  Or on
the spiked protein.  If it works on the spiked protein, then it may become a poison to those
that are vaccinated and so will HQC.  This 'experiment' will be done in 5 years.. don't take
the VACs for at least 3-4 years as the outcome will be somewhat evident by then.

Hope Copy

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

I don't believe this report for a minute.  I know one thing.  If this is true, and I hope it is but
completely doubt it, the Republicans in the House and Senate would be screaming all over
the Dems and CDC, Fauci, etc... and keeping this issue front row center so all of America
will hear it and it would put so much pressure on Biden and the CDC to research it seriously
immediately.  Jordan would be all over this like a rabid dog on Fauci, so would Rand Paul. 
But I don't see any of them doing that so I can't believe this crap.  The Reps would do
anything to make the Dems look bad so they would win the midterms and the next election. 

Shootstraight

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

There are reported clinical studies which show ivermectin is effective. This is way
bigger than a simple GOP v Dems battle as both parties are in league with big pharma. 
Neither will go after major donors over this.

 

 

Jerzeel

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago

I've taken Ivermectin oral paste from the feed store - my wife and I both - back in
December when we both experienced a bug that made us wonder.  Whether we had
"it" or not there was at least no bad side effects from taking it.  We've refused to take
"the jab" like all the sheeple at her office and will continue to do so as well.  I know I
had Covid back in March of last year due to the symptoms it produced and simply
toughed it out at home but that was before Ivermechtin news was making its way
around.   The hospitals here in Texas were already getting squirrely about things and I
wasn't about to submit myself to them.  Heck, even Melatonin was being used
successfully by a Texas doctor to treat Covid back then.  Go figure.

If this drug, widely used now in India as well as HCQ, is beneficial WHY NOT use it?  If
you can get it at a local feed store then it's an OTC medication.  We've got a few more
syringes and a bottle of injectable  put back.

Quyatburp

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

That's fine zyesami has decades of safe use under a different formulation, but recent passed
clinical trialing. No need for a vaccine

Pater-Mater

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

I wonder why libtards don't want there to be a cure? What makes them suchassholesall the
time? It must really suck to be an idiot or so miserable that you would work towards
discrediting a cure that could save millions.  What makes these people tick?

chubbar

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago

I have some news...

If you are not a populist... you are an elitist.

Not an anti populist. 

C'mon man...

numapepi
#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Wouldn't it be way easier to drink Lysol and shove an ultra violet light up your azz. Trump
wants to know.

roadhazard

#

#

1 Reply"

6 days ago

Joe Buyden failed the third grade.

That makes him just a little bit ‘special’.

STFU.

 

Wayoutwilly

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago

"Award winning author"??  We're supposed to pay a subscription for this?? "Joe Rogan"
(the comedian)???  " Stories like these aren’t proof the drug works. They don’t even really
rise to the level of evidence."   ????!!!!

What a hack of the first order! This guy should have been watching Campbell:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3j7am9kjMrk&t=567s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ix8i7dfsCJg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2ju5v4TAaQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u21N8Vu4kOk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJSUKDng_Ww

Real Josey Wales
#

#

Reply"

5 days ago

https://c19ivermectin.com/

There is plenty of evidence it works...Joe Rogan is just brave enough to talk about it...

akcita

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago (Edited)

.

Automatic Choke

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Not a bad article, but I read the whole thing and  there wasn't one word about the drug
being right-wing... except the clickbait headline.

toady

#

#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3j7am9kjMrk&t=567s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ix8i7dfsCJg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2ju5v4TAaQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u21N8Vu4kOk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJSUKDng_Ww
https://c19ivermectin.com/
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1 Reply"

6 days ago

The article title was spot on, as it is the activist radical left that is shutting down its
availability. 

usedtotruck

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

We were warned, but people forget, https://www.bitchute.com/video/NINctW6YcNKG/?
list=notifications&randomize=false

Yog Soggoth

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Hell yes, it can be "right wing"......

When it is used to draw right wingers into the "foregone conclusion" that the coronahoax
was real.....it becomes a "right wing" thing.

There is no virus people.  This was the flu......nothing more.

80% of the test were false positives.

The government openly.....blatantly.....told us that they counted anyone who died after
receiving a positive test as a covid19 death.......even if they were on hospice with days to
live.......even if they were in a motorcycle accident.

For 2020 the flu was non-existent.  Usually 300,000 - 650,000 die each year from
complications from the flu.  Fox news reported that there were 1,850 flu cases in 2020.

Take the 2.6 million supposed deaths in 16 months from the coronahoax, subtract the 80%
false positives, and you get around 600,000 deaths.......A NORMAL FLU YEAR!

This was an hoax.....period!

All this hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin bs is just a bunch of bs to draw conservatives to
the hoax........unless you are talking about their effectiveness on the flu.

bshirley1968

#

#

https://www.bitchute.com/video/NINctW6YcNKG/?list=notifications&randomize=false
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Reply"

6 days ago

I will make you a bet the both of those rightwing drugs work not only on many different
strains of the flu...but on the common cold too!

marieeiram

#

#

3 Reply"

6 days ago

It’s not exactly a drug, but Zyclon B had some right of centre advocates a while back.
Hill Pharma

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Socialists, actually.  The same form of fascism Clinton democrats espouse. 
Conservatives are now the populists. 

Xena fobe

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

Yes, a drug can be right-wing.  Take crystal meth for example.  
PopeRatzo

#

#

5 Reply"

6 days ago

Where is Hunter?
Hugh Mungus

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Randomized controlled trials aren't proof either.  They are only considered a standard of
"proof" by the government medical complex.  They aren't actual proof because such a thing
is impossible.  You can't prove anything in medicine, ever, because it's not a deductive
system.  You have to start talking about things like "reasonable doubt" and confidence levels
(which cannot be 100% ever) and this brings all kinds of subjectivity into what is considered
reasonable.  Only in mathematics can things be proven and even then only if you assume
that the systems you are working in are entirely consistent, which I'm not sure can be
proven.  This habit of letting the government dictate reality for you is exactly the problem.

HillaryOdor

Stories like these aren’t proof the drug works. They don’t even really
rise to the level of evidence. People recover from diseases all the
time, and it doesn’t mean any particular treatment was responsible.
Short of the gold standard of randomized controlled trials, there’s no
proof.

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Are they still following the $cience........??
Bob Lidd

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago

Should a physician who prescribes ivermectin for COVID patients be allowed to keep their
licence?

Captain Phoebus

#

#

12 Reply"

6 days ago

They should be given an award for being informed and caring about their patients. Ever
heard of off-label prescriptions? It's done all the time. The evidence for Ivermectin's
effectiveness is extraordinarily strong - much stronger than for Remdesivir. Nobody has
a problem selling you that drug for 3 grand a dose based on a much lower standard.

Nona Yobiznes

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

(double post)
Nona Yobiznes

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

What should happen to the doctors who sat around watching countless people suffer
and die when promising alternatives existed ? 

edotabin

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Bibi-Aisha Wadvalla explains how the case encapsulates the central argument: do doctors
or scientists know best? 

In doubt the doctor. And he won't use Ivermectin. Only if you have worms because of your
bad right-wing diet consisting of rotten meat. 

birdhouse

#

#
Reply"

PREMIUM 6 days ago

They thought they made a virus to get rid of you a holes. Alright it wasn't as strong has they
believed. Oh and you want a cure. No way!

Wait till next year!

LouTurks

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Capitalist medicine, it is what the right wants.
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#

10 Reply"

6 days ago

Didn't we already watch this movie with HCQ? Remember how that one ended?
youshallnotkill

#

#
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7 Reply"

6 days ago

That movie is still running - it never ended.  HCQ is a good early outpatient treatment
for Covid.

Victor999

#

#

8 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

Yes, a fake study attempting to destroy faith in hydroxychloroquine was published in a
leading medical journal. The editor of the journal later called the study a "monumental
fraud", but not before it was headline news around the world and permanently
tarnished the drug's reputation. The media constantly smeared it by association with
Trump. Health agencies screamed about how cases of people taking enormous lethal
doses showed it was dangerous and should not be taken at all.

And yet, the bulk of the studies still shows it does a pretty good job at treating covid
when properly administered - certainly compared to sanctioned drugs like Remdesivir.
It's not as effective as Ivermectin, though.

Nona Yobiznes

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

There's no mention of why the hospitals were refusing to administer.  Was it some BS about
liability?  A call from big government?  I can't see big pharma calling up a hospital other than
one doing a lot of research trials for big pharma.

jammyjo

#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago

Could it be because if the patient LIVED they wouldn't get the $$$ from claiming a
covid-death?

:O

Morcrist

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Capitalist healthcare, at its finest.
zeropopulationgrowth

#

#
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3 Reply"

6 days ago

Illness pays.  Wellness doesn't.  Always follow the money.
Victor999

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Hospital administrators are compromised
Basia

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Does ZH engage in double speak?
ncnomore

#

#

6 Reply"

6 days ago

Yes and no.
consider me gone

#

#

2 Reply"

6 days ago (Edited)

I think they are going assassinate Trump this weekend, at one of his speeches. 
WuhanJohnny

#

#
Reply"

6 days ago

If they do that, they'll lose bigly in every election from now on.
misgivings

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

 Libtard Desperation; sp; Heck of a drug. [fake news, desperation]

  1; definition.

yn crx

#

#
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Reply"

6 days ago

And aspirin works almost half the time. It's elementary at this point. 
JCrist

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Never forget the names, faces, or what they took from you.

Sick pieces of chit!

Pair Of Dimes Shift

#

#

Reply"

6 days ago

Surprised that space was made for this article here without it being withdrawn....
lastbabyboomer

#

#

4 Reply"

6 days ago

99% of everything the gubmint has declared has been catastrophically wrong.

Trumptards NeoCons are gubmint.

CommonsDeered

#

#


